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Global Destinations Await Your Groups

I
f you are considering an international meeting or convention, knowing the 
facts about any destination of choice is imperative to deliver a successful event. 
When it’s important that the destination be more recognizable in order to boost 
attendance, there are numerous options that don’t come with the price tag of a 

first-tier city such as London. While cost and distance may be greater, choosing Aus-
tralia or New Zealand are destinations that have unique offerings to bolster inter-

est in attendance and make the event more memorable. If the 
destination is untried by your group, the first thing you should 
do is contact reliable sources in areas being considered such as 
Hosts Global Alliance and other international destination man-
agement companies. Be aware that some differences may arise 
in the negotiation and contracting process with international 
hoteliers. While some things are free in the United States, they 
may be costly elsewhere, so planners are urged to politely try 
to obtain their usual concessions that they are accustomed to 
getting at domestic destinations. Be sure to read our cover story 
“The World Awaits” for helpful tips on how to be successful 
when planning an international event.

Also in this issue, while seasoned planners are no doubt familiar with and have 
a better understanding of contracts, there are plenty of challenges and key areas of 
negotiation that even veteran planners face on a regular basis. As a meeting plan-
ner novice, the best advice is to determine what is essential for the success of your 
event before negotiations begin. One of the most important things to consider is the 
contingency and back-up plan. Common challenges often develop after signing a 
contract. In the meeting industry, seasoned planners know that a walk through of 
your plan should be done from start to finish. Want some good advice? Read “Clause 
and Effect” for input from the pros.

Orlando and Texas are often considered popular domestic choices that offer 
a mix of venues and activities to assure a successful event. With numerous new 
hotels coming on line and others renovating, these destinations help planners cre-
ate memorable events while providing entertainment and dining options to satisfy 
groups of all sizes.

Did you notice we redesigned our publication? Please take a moment and let us 
know your thoughts. 

http://twitter.com/assnconvfac
https://www.linkedin.com/company/association-conventions-facilities
https://www.facebook.com/AssociationConventionsFacilities/
https://www.instagram.com/assnconvfac/
http://www.themeetingmagazines.com/association-conventions-facilities/
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NEWS&NOTES

LAS VEGAS — Innovative Lip-Smack-
ing Foodie Tours has raised the bar 
again, this time by being the first tour 
company to offer a 12% commission to 
any meeting planner who books one of 
its VIP culinary tours in its home base 
of Las Vegas or three new cities of San 
Jose, Seattle or Santa Monica or any 
other venue to come. Each tour, tai-
lored to the exact needs of corporate 
groups from 15 to 100 guests, includes 
stops at four top restaurants to indulge 
in as many as four signature dishes at 
each venue, all the while providing 
ample time for easy mingling and net-
working. These tours take group din-
ing way beyond just sitting down to 
a plate of food. Lip Smacking Foodie 
Tours does all the work, so clients are 
whisked to the top tables at each res-
taurant, with absolutely no waiting in 
line or need for reservations.

Award-Winning Lip Smacking Foodie Tours Welcomes 
Dining Experiences in Las Vegas and Beyond

PARK CITY, UT — Park City and Summit 
Events, a DMC Network Company, wel-
comed the 2019 DMC Network Annual 
Exchange, with 125 industry and media 
professionals from all over the globe 
arriving into Park City to experience the 
gorgeous mountain destination. “This is 
the fifth Annual DMC Network Exchange,” 
said Dan Tavrytzky, managing director of 
the DMC Network. “Each year our local 
destination partner continues to raise the 

bar and surprise and delight our clients 
and fellow DMC Network partners. Sum-
mit Events is no exception — they have 
truly blown us away with the incentive 
experience that they have showcased. 
Park City provided the perfect backdrop 
for a fantastic few days of education, 
adventure, community give back, amaz-
ing food and networking that further 
connected our clients and partners.”

Summit Events Welcomes the 2019 DMC 
Network Annual Exchange in Park City, Utah

BOSTON — Associated Luxury Hotels International (ALHI) 
has appointed Michael Dominguez as its president and CEO. 
For the past seven years, Dominguez has served as senior 
vice president and chief sales officer for MGM Resorts Inter-
national (MGMRI). Prior to his tenure at MGMRI, he directed 
sales development for Loews Hotels as their vice president 

of global sales. In both roles, 
Michael provided strategic leader-
ship, innovative business develop-
ment, hands-on sales oversight 
and implementation of effective 
sales strategies in the MICE and 
transient segments. “Michael is 
highly respected and actively 
involved in leadership roles in our 
meetings and events industry. He 
is the ideal person for this posi-
tion, with the right experience and 

industry network to lead our organization to new heights as 
we continue to focus on serving our distinguished members 
and valued customers,” says Bill Dyer, chairman of the board 
of Associated Luxury Hotels, the parent company of ALHI. 

KISSIMMEE, FL — Osceola County Commissioners joined 
representatives of Gaylord Palms Resort & Convention Cen-
ter for their “groundbreaking” ceremony. This $158 million 
expansion project will add 302 guest rooms in a new tower 
located across from the resort’s pools and connected to 
the Everglades Atrium. The expansion will add 90,000 sf 
of carpeted meeting and pre-function space. This includes 
a 30,000-sf ballroom; 30,000 sf of break out space; and 
30,000 sf of carpeted, pre-function space. There are also 
plans to include a new multilevel parking structure, a new 
lazy river feature for the resort’s pool and a new 12,000-sf 
event lawn outside the convention center. The expansion 
project is expected to be completed in 2021.

TUCSON, AZ — Downtown Tucson is welcoming construction 
on the new Tucson Convention Center hotel: A DoubleTree 
by Hilton. The hotel will be connected to the Convention 
Center and include a rooftop bar, second-story pool, restau-
rant, coffee bar, 4,000 sf of meeting space, 170 rooms, four 
suites and single presidential suite. The new hotel will be 
the second hotel to open in downtown Tucson in 42 years, 
after the recent opening of AC Hotel by Marriott. It’s part 
of the Downtown Revitalization project, which began five 
years ago with Sun Link Streetcar. The hotel is scheduled 
to open in 2020.

ATLANTIC CITY, NJ — Caesars Atlantic City is celebrating its 
40th anniversary this summer to commemorate four decades of 
achievements and milestones. Achieving the 2019 TripAdvisor Cer-
tificate of Excellence in this milestone year, Caesars Atlantic City is 
also a proud Hall of Fame recipient, recently earning the Certificate 
of Excellence for the past five years consecutively. “With three 
resorts in the market, Caesars has viewed Atlantic City as critical 
to our success over the past 40 years,” said Tony Rodio, CEO of 
Caesars Entertainment. 

NEW ORLEANS — The president and CEO of New Orleans & Com-
pany, Stephen Perry, announced the appointment of Stephanie 
Turner, a 26-year New Orleans hospital-
ity industry veteran, as vice president of 
convention sales and strategies. Turner’s 
experience in hotels includes sales and 
sales director leadership positions at the 
Intercontinental New Orleans, Le Meri-
dien Hotel, Fairmont Hotel and the Sher-
aton New Orleans, in addition to seven 
years previously with New Orleans and 
Company. Most recently, she has been a 
sales leader with Artisan Wine Company.

COLORADO SPRINGS, CO — Coming this August, the Mountain 
Clubhouse will emerge after an extensive remodel to become 
The Broadmoor’s newest event space, and it is poised to be 
the legendary resort’s most popular new location for corpo-
rate gatherings. The Mountain Clubhouse can also serve as a 
base camp for groups looking for a banquet facility that offers 
a variety of transformations throughout the day. The resort has 
an impressive 185,000 sf of total event space with a variety of 
options from grand ballrooms to lush garden terraces on the 
resort’s lake.

Michael Dominguez Named 
President and CEO of ALHI

Gaylord Palms Resort in Kissimmee 
Breaks Ground on Expansion

Tucson Convention Center 
Hotel Begins Construction Caesars Atlantic City Celebrates 

40th Anniversary

New Orleans & Company Names VP 
of Convention Sales and Strategies

The Broadmoor Announces 
New Event Venue 

Dominguez

Caesars Atlantic 
City is celebrating 

its 40th 
anniversary.

Lip-Smacking Foodie Tours 
is offering a commission to 

meeting planners who book 
a VIP culinary tour.

Dan Tavrytzky, DMC Network Managing Director 
and Rob Walsh, Owner, Summit Events.

Turner

LAS VEGAS — SLS Las Vegas owner Alex Meruelo welcomed 
invited guests as he made a major announcement regard-
ing exciting changes to the casino-resort, which continues to 
undergo a $150 million transformation, including a name change 
from The SLS Las Vegas to its previous name, Sahara Las Vegas, 
which originally opened as Hotel Sahara in 1952. The Sahara had 
closed in 2011 before reopening in 2014 as the SLS. Meruelo says 
there will be new restaurants, bars and casino floor as part of the 
renovation and name change. The unveiling came with festivities, 
fireworks and drones spelling out Sahara in the sky.

ARLINGTON, VA — Airlines Reporting Corp. (ARC) released 
its findings from research on global airline ticketing trends 
to Mexico and the Caribbean for the first half of 2019. ARC’s 
analysis revealed that while ticket purchases to the Domini-
can Republic decreased and refunds for previously purchased 
tickets increased, the rest of the Caribbean and Mexico saw an 
overall gain in air travelers. Results based on the examination of 
35 million round trip airline tickets (all classes) purchased glob-
ally from January 1, 2019 to June 23, 2019 for travel to Mexico 
and the Caribbean. 

SLS Hotel Restores Original 
Name, Sahara Hotel

Study: Dominican Republic Ticket Sales 
Down, Refunds up in First Half of ’19



Social Media’s Impact on 
Corporate Event Marketing

Planners Should Use Social Media to Improve Meetings

BY CORRINE TURKE

A
s association meeting planners know, 
annual meetings are incredibly impor-
tant to the strength, stability and vibrancy 
of an organization. These events unify 

members around the organization’s mission, spread 
knowledge across regions and foster a strong sense 
of community within the industry. Meeting plan-
ners are under incredible pressure to create the 
perfect environment and experiences to facilitate 
this important activity, often with limited resources 
and growing expectations.

Today, meeting planners seek to inject new life 
into events and create a lasting impact for their 
organizations. Consider expanded social media 
efforts as an important, efficient tool. Similar to a 
live meeting, social media brings people together, 

strengthening conversations and relationships. 
When the power of social media is leveraged to sup-
port annual meetings, the potential for long-term 
impact is significantly greater.

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP
Beyond rallying members around the organiza-

tion’s mission, annual meetings are an important 
showcase for the association’s — and industry’s — 
contributions to the wider world. These events are 
a moment to highlight the organization’s innovation, 
energy and vision for the upcoming year, leading 
to greater investment, attraction of top talent and 
impact on public policy. Social media can amplify 
this moment, reaching existing and potential stake-
holders in compelling ways, in a convenient space 
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where participants are already spend-
ing significant time online.

Consider deploying livestreams, cus-
tom activations and influencer engage-
ments to maximize conference presence 
while telling a powerful story to a wider 
audience. Additionally, social toolkits 
can help attendees tell a consistent mes-
sage about the association’s vision.

Yes, the event itself is an impor-
tant stage for thought leadership, but 
the real work and innovation occurs 
throughout the year. Social media 
platforms and tactics help extend the 
life of a conference before and after 
the event, telling an ongoing narra-
tive to the wider world. Leading up 
to the event, meeting planners can 
create high-quality assets, specifically 
designed for social media, which can 
be targeted to key industry advocates, 
empowering authentic voices to tell 
your story. A strategic, paid media 
strategy can promote the conference 
story to new audiences. After the 
event, meeting planners can use social 
media to extend the life of the meeting, 
keeping the conference message top of 
mind among important stakeholders.

EDUCATION
Educational opportunities are 

one of the most important drivers of 
conference attendance. These events 
provide members with a chance to 
share knowledge and learn from one 
another in an environment specifically 
designed for collaboration. In both 
formal and informal ways, attendees 
can learn new skills, problem-solve 
with peers and share their own dis-
coveries, strategies and innovations 
with undivided participant attention. 
This learning advances the collective 
power of your members overall as 
attendees develop and implement new 
plans when they return home.

Social media is a place where people 

naturally go to share knowledge. With a 
YouTube tutorial available for any task 
imaginable, people want to share the 
solutions they’ve figured out to help 
others. When meeting planners build 
in a long-term social media plan to sup-
port their event, they can expand the 
total amount of learning achieved and 
create deeper, longer conversations.

For example, leading up to an event 
meeting planners can use social listen-
ing to better understand challenges 
members are facing and use those 
insights to drive educational confer-
ence content. Planners can steal from 
Reddit’s “AMA” — ask me anything — 
conversations and allow members and 
speakers to engage in a more informal 
and direct conversation than keynote 
presentations normally allow. After the 
event, planners can gradually release 
educational conference content on 
social media in ways that foster con-
versations among members — empow-
ering participants to connect even after 
they’ve gone home. In particular, Face-
book Groups, LinkedIn and Twitter all 
offer opportunities to support ongoing, 
one-on-one conversations.

Just as social can help demonstrate 
and amplify an organization’s mission 
and thought leadership, it can help 
extend and deepen learning opportuni-
ties at conferences. As meeting planners 
think about conference design, they 
can incorporate plans to facilitate that 
social conversation before and after the 
event — almost like an extended break-
out session or workshop!

COMMUNITY
Members are more than just indus-

try professionals: they’re human beings 
with families, hobbies and rich, com-
plex lives. Conferences not only offer 
incredible professional networking 
opportunities, but also the chance for 
attendees to feel connected to some-

thing bigger than themselves and to 
form real, meaningful relationships 
with new and old friends. Part of what 
makes events so important and power-
ful is this incredible human factor; the 
strong feeling of community.

Social media can never replace this 
in-person experience, but it can help 
to support the event. A strong social 
media program can allow members to 
virtually meet one another before the 
event and thus feel more comfortable 
and connected when they arrive. Dur-
ing the conference, attendees can share 
their experiences in real time and build 
upon each other’s enthusiasm, ulti-
mately having a more positive experi-
ence. After the conference, members 
can stay connected, ensuring those 
passing connections turn into real pro-
fessional relationships.

While some of this happens natu-
rally, meeting planners can support 
their connections by creating social 
media destinations and tools to make 
it easier for members. The conversa-
tion will happen regardless, but when 
meeting planners have a strong plan in 
place, they can be an active participant 
and guide the community in a positive 
direction. At the end of the day, build-
ing a stronger community helps sup-
port future meetings attendance and 
membership overall, the lifeblood of 
your organization.

Most meetings, conventions and 
trade shows would benefit from social 
media support. Association meeting 
planners, however, are uniquely suited 
to implement these plans. As meet-
ing professionals and experts on your 
members, speakers and industry, you 
have the power to take a creative and 
nuanced approach. Social media is 
an excellent complement to meetings, 
expanding their impact where it mat-
ters most and, ultimately, achieving the 
mission of your organization. | AC&F |

VIEWPOINT
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Corrine Turke is a senior account executive at Portland-based 
Sparkloft Media’s Washington, DC office. She leads the company’s 

B2B social media marketing efforts, specifically focusing on how social 
media can be used to support meetings objectives across conference 

stakeholders. Turke is particularly interested in LinkedIn as a social media 
platform and the advertising opportunities it affords her clients. She 

holds a BA from NYU and an MBA from the University of Maryland. Visit 
Sparkloft Media at www.sparkloftmedia.com.



How to Kill a  
Needless Meeting

Recurring Meetings Steal a Ton of Time. Here’s How Leaders 
Can Decide Whether and How to Kill a Meeting.

BY STEPHANIE OVERBY

B
y nature, most jobs require a sig-
nificant amount of coordination 
and collaboration, both within 
the function and with other parts 

of the business. That means most leaders 
and their teams spend a significant portion 
of the day in meetings.

“However, when meetings lack a clear 
purpose, the roles of participants are 
unclear and there isn’t an agreed-upon 

process, these meetings become time-
wasting, energy-sapping experiences,” 
says Dick Axelrod, who, with his wife 
Emily Axelrod, co-founded leadership 
and organizational consultancy The Axel-
rod Group and co-wrote “Let’s Stop Meet-
ing Like This: Tools to Save Time and Get 
More Done.” “As a result, meeting partici-
pants disengage from the work when they 
need to be engaged in the work.”
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Many of these meetings may be 
unnecessary. Jeannie Griffin, vice 
president of product and technology 
solutions at BCD Meetings & Events, 
estimates that as many as half of the 
internal meetings individuals attend 
are unwarranted.

It is difficult for teams to know or 
understand when to invite internal 
technology resources.

In addition, given the rise of cross-
functional teams, leaders and their 
teams may find themselves pulled 
into meetings where their presence 
does not add value. “It is difficult for 
teams to know or understand when to 
invite people to the conversation, so 
the invitation tends to get extended 
before involvement is required and 
the problems and items are clearly 
defined,” Griffin says.

Mismanaged meetings can also lead 
to even more meeting proliferation. 
When original meetings are unproduc-
tive, takeaways or follow-up actions 
are unclear or agendas are overambi-
tious, the end result is — you got it — yet 
another meeting.

You can try a number of ways to 
improve meetings that need to hap-
pen: Switching to standing or walking 
meetings, incorporating design think-
ing or just considering how our brains 
operate can help.

However, sometimes a meeting just 
needs to go away. Here are some steps 
leaders can take to determine whether 
and how to kill a meeting:

Create a Meeting Policy
“It should come from the top that 

meetings are important, but they need 
to be effective,” says Griffin, who has 
helped developed policies within orga-
nizations that clearly state the meeting 
needs to have an agenda (including 
recurring meetings), a call-in number, 
guidelines and note distribution, for a 
start. “Most importantly, you don’t have 
to attend meetings that don’t have this 
structure,” Griffin says.

Examine the Goals 
of Recurring Meetings

Perhaps the issue has largely been 
solved. Is the meeting helping with 
team-building?

Ask whether the goal has changed 
over time or whether perhaps the issue 
has largely been solved. “I do this all 

the time with ongoing meetings,” Grif-
fin says. “Many times [meetings] tend 
to carry on because we aren’t thinking 
critically of what we need to address 
and get stuck in routines.”

Sometimes meetings continue on 
long after outcomes are produced sim-
ply because people enjoy the relation-
ships they have developed with each 
other. “In these instances, the meeting 
is serving a team-building function and 
you might ask if this is the best way to 
meet this need,” Axelrod says.

Ask if the Meeting
Will Change Anything

“If the answers to the questions 
‘What do you want to create because 
this meeting takes place?’ or ‘What do 
you want to be different because this 
meeting takes place?’ do not energize 
you or the meeting participants, you 
should not be meeting” Axelrod says.”

At the end of a meeting, leaders 
can ask if the time was worthwhile. “It 
could be that the reason for meeting 
is important, but it was not time well 
spent because the meeting processes 
were inefficient. In that case, you need 
to improve the way the meeting was 
conducted,” Axelrod says. “However, 

if the reason the meeting was not time 
well spent was that the purpose of the 
meeting lacked meaning for the partici-
pants, you should stop meeting.”

Explore Alternatives: 
Could This Meeting be an Email?

Pause before sending out your next 
meeting invite. “If your sole purpose 
is to share information that does not 
require discussion, the obvious choice 
is an email or shared drive,” Axelrod 
says. “If the conversation requires a 
few people, a simple phone call will do.” 
Blogs and collaborative workspaces are 
options as well, Griffin adds.

Institute Regular
Meeting Reviews

“Another tactic is making all teams 
do a quarterly assessment of series 
meetings and strategically eliminate 
a certain percentage to address ineffi-
ciencies,” Griffin says.

Make Sure You Have Buy-In
When the meeting extends beyond 

the core group, “it may be serving a 
coordinating purpose with functions 
outside of [the group],” Axelrod says, 
noting that leaders should discuss the 
issue with the stakeholders involved 
before making a unilateral decision to 
nix a meeting.

“If there is concern about removing 
a meeting, that should give you pause … 
maybe that meeting or series needs to 
be repurposed,” Griffin says.

Resist Going on a Killing Spree
“Often there is a push to kill unnec-

essary meetings without thinking about 
meeting-improvement strategies,” 
Axelrod says. “If you all you do is purge 
unnecessary bad meetings without 
improving the ones that remain, all you 
get is fewer bad meetings.”

VIEWPOINT
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When original 
meetings are 
unproductive, 

takeaways or follow-
up actions are unclear 

or agendas are 
overambitious, the 
end result is — you 

got it — yet another 
meeting.

Stephanie Overby is an award-
winning reporter and editor with 
more than 20 years of profes-
sional journalism experience. For 
the last decade, her work has 
focused on the intersection of 
business and technology. She 
lives in Boston. Article courtesy 
of The Enterprisers Project. Visit 
www.enterprisersproject.com.
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F
rom intimate meeting spaces to large convention-style 
facilities, there are a wealth of new and renovated 
hotels gracing the U.S., Mexico and the Caribbean. 
Thanks to a growing meeting and events industry, 

these key facility spaces are being constructed, expanded and 
renovated to engage and delight meeting and event attendees.

EAST COAST: NEW & RENEWED
Here’s one thing associated meeting planners can agree 

on: Hosting a meeting event in a new or renovated 
venue can make an event truly shine. Just ask Joel 
Popkin, executive director with the Municipal 
Clerks Association of New Jersey. Popkin recently 
orchestrated the annual conference for the Munic-
ipal Clerks Association of New Jersey at the Hard 
Rock Hotel & Casino Atlantic City, a newly reno-
vated hotel that combines contemporary design 
elements with a wealth of fresh amenities.

“We were at the Hard Rock for three days 
and held our educational meetings, meals and 
social functions at the hotel for about 280 
people who were in attendance,” Popkin says. 

“We chose the Hard Rock because we were famil-
iar with the facility when it was the Taj Mahal. It 
was a good fit for us because of the space in the 
convention area.”

Indeed, set on 17-acres alongside the legend-
ary Atlantic City boardwalk, Hard Rock Hotel & 
Casino Atlantic City welcomes guests with its 
iconic 60-foot guitar. The venue recently experi-
enced a $500 million, entertainment-focused reimagination 
of the old Taj Mahal and has become an ideal meetings and 
events destination, featuring a wealth of gaming activities, as 
well as more than 20 restaurants and lounges. In addition to 
a variety of entertainment options, the newly renovated hotel 
boasts stunning views of the Atlantic Ocean.

Celebrating over 150,000 sf of meeting and event space, 
the Hard Rock Hotel & Casino Atlantic City also features 

2,000 rooms. For large gatherings, Hard Rock Live at Etess 
Arena can host a 300+ booth trade show and a general session 
of 7,000 people.

Another new East Coast gem is the Conrad Washington, 
DC. This new hotel offers 32,000 sf of elevated meeting space, 
which means 100 percent of its meeting space is above street 
level. From large gatherings hosted in either Conrad Washing-
ton DC’s grand or conservatory ballroom, to elevated pristine 
board of directors meetings in one of the hotel’s five private 

meeting rooms to the 19,000-
sf pre-function gallery that 
wraps around the entire hotel, 
this meeting space is unlike 
any other in DC.

As Washington DC’s only luxury hotel, the meeting spaces 
that grace Conrad Washington DC are purposely bathed in 
natural light from floor-to-ceiling windows. The hotel’s three 

Conrad Washington, DC 
offers 32,000 sf of elevated 

meeting space.

INDUSTRYUPGRADES
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Planners Will Appreciate 
These Upgrades

BY MAURA KELLER

Hard Rock Hotel & Casino Atlantic City 
recently underwent a $500 million, 
entertainment-focused renovation.



lushly landscaped outdoor terraces, a 
rooftop bar and dedicated event ter-
race featuring panoramic views of the 
U.S. Capitol. In addition, Conrad Wash-
ington DC offers two uniquely designed 
ballrooms and several executive confer-
ence rooms with expansive windows, 
connecting bathrooms, pantry and 
direct outdoor terraces.

Companies looking for ‘green’ 
options with the meeting and events 
arena have reason to celebrate. Dozens 
of options are available for companies 
looking to make their next meeting or 
event, a ‘green’ one, including the newly 
renovated and redesigned Wyndham 
Newport Hotel in Newport, Rhode 
Island. This hotel boasts green design, 
with a fully solar-paneled roof, electric-
ity power harvested from a property-
owned solar field located nearby and 
eco-friendly LED, automatic lights 
throughout the property. While asso-
ciations focused on environmentally 
conscious meetings and events will cel-
ebrate this eco-friendly hotel, the ven-
ue’s close proximity to dining, shopping 
and attractions of downtown Newport 
is ideal. As far as meeting rooms, Wyn-
dham Newport Hotel features 28,000 sf 
of meeting and event space.

WESTERN GEMS
Winter isn’t the only time to visit the 

mountainous terrain of Colorado. After 
a long hibernation, the Rocky Moun-
tain valley transforms into an outdoor 
enthusiast’s paradise with numerous 
places for mountain biking, hiking, fly 
fishing, kayaking, climbing, camping 
and horseback riding.

Ildikó Rozembersky, director of 
events and marketing with Com-
petitive Carriers Association (CCA), 
recently organized CCA’s 2019 Mobile 

Carriers Show (MCS) at the Gaylord 
Rockies Resort & Convention Center 
in Aurora, Colorado. A 1,000-attendee 
wireless telecommunication show 
with high-level executives to manag-
ers from leading telecommunication 
companies, MCS hosts education ses-
sions, keynotes and an exhibit hall. In 
addition, CCA held its first ever 5K 
charity run around the property. The 

“fun run” concluded with a reception 
on the terrace with local craft beer and 
an incredible spread showcasing some 
of Colorado’s best cuisine.

“We signed the contract before Gay-
lord even broke ground,” Rozembersky 
says. “I certainly was nervous, how-
ever, Gaylord Rockies has an incred-
ible sales team that cares for its clients 
and makes sure that all of their needs 
are met. They take the time to build 
strong relationships that allow clients 
to place their full trust in their hands. 
Throughout the contracting, planning 
and executing process, the sales team 
was completely involved making sure 
everything went smoothly.”

The new Gaylord Rockies resort has 
more than 486,000 sf of flexible meet-
ing, convention, outdoor, exhibit and 
pre-function space. The spaces include 
a 175,000-sf exhibit hall, four ballrooms 
from 8,000 to 59,736 sf, up to 78 tech-

nologically advanced breakout and 
conference rooms, a 20,000-sf Aurora 
Patio and five outdoor event spaces. 
Conference and meeting attendees 
can also choose from eight different 
dining outlets for a delicious meal or 
get a Colorado-themed spa treatment 
at Gaylord Rockies’ European-style 
Relâche Salon & Spa.

“We have never received so much 
positive feedback about a venue from 
our attendees,” Rozembersky says. “The 
property is absolutely gorgeous and the 
meeting rooms are along large windows 
with views of the Denver skyline and 
mountains. New properties have the 
advantage of constructing well-planned 
meeting spaces and Gaylord Rockies is 
a perfect representation of that. Our 
attendees raved about the beauty of the 
hotel and the ease of the layout. They 
loved that the property offered numer-
ous places to network and mingle. And 
for a property that isn’t actually in the 
mountains, Gaylord Rockies gives a 
mountain-lodge feel. The drawback 
now is that attendees will hold the Gay-
lord Rockies as the standard and may 
find future venues lacking.”

Newly opened in the heart of 
Uptown Houston, The Post Oak Hotel 
at Uptown Houston has found its home 
in the epicenter of glamour. This five-
star property features a 16,000-sf grand 
ballroom, which is the premier gather-
ing spot for meetings and events of all 
sizes. An elegant 35,000-sf conference 
facility is the ideal location for confer-
ences, exhibits or large-scale events. 
Situated an exquisite 10-acre setting, 
The Post Oak Hotel shares the property 
with a two-level Rolls Royce dealer-
ship inside the 38-story tower. Just 

The new Gaylord Rockies resort in Aurora, 
CO, has more than 486,000 sf of flexible 
meeting, convention, outdoor, exhibit and 
pre-function space.

“Throughout the contracting, 
planning and executing process, 
the sales team was completely 

involved making sure everything 
went smoothly.”

Ildikó Rozembersky 
Director of Events and Marketing 
Competitive Carriers Association

steps away from The Galleria shopping 
mecca and a short drive to downtown 
Houston, The Post Oak Hotel is a haven 
of sorts in the middle of a stunning 
urban setting.

Attention to detail and a level of 
luxury rarely seen elsewhere is at the 
backbone of The Post Oak Hotel, with 
its 250 ultra-modern guest rooms 

— each over 500 sf. The hotel’s VIP 
suites offer a wealth of amenities and 
dramatic views of the surrounding 
area. The hotel also includes a 5,000-sf 
Presidential Suite with a wraparound 
terrace, a private elevator, fitness room 
and catering kitchen; a 1,500-sf Post 
Oak Suite; and 22 superbly appointed 
residential apartment units with full 
kitchens, washer and dryer, large walk-
in closets and deluxe accommodations 
that can be rented on a short or long-
term basis. Four restaurants and bars 
on the first floor provide a wide array 
of dining choices, from fresh-baked 
pastries to haute cuisine.

WARM CLIMATES ARE CALLING
With stunning landscapes, radi-

ant sunsets, iridescent waters and 
sun-warmed beaches, warmer locales 
such as Mexico and the Caribbean 
are becoming more than just a few 
moments in paradise. In fact, they’ve 
turned into key destinations as asso-
ciation meeting and event planners 
discover that the islands can double 
as the perfect setting for meet-
ings and events.

Considered a luxury urban retreat 
and boutique hideaway, the rede-
signed Ritz-Carlton Coconut Grove, 
Miami features an extensive redesign 
of its guest rooms, lobby, pool area and 
culinary offerings. The new design 
celebrates the artistic bohemian flair 
of Miami’s original neighborhood 
and Biscayne Bay artist enclave, mak-
ing it a work of art itself. Modern, yet 
authentic, the Ritz-Carlton Coconut 
Grove, Miami offers 115 redesigned 
guest rooms and suites, which bridge 
the gap between city living and a sea-
side escape. Guests enjoy luxe fabrics 
and textures that are reminiscent of a 
beach escape, including jute, teak and 

canvas aplenty. Soaking tubs, marble 
bathrooms, private balconies and 
floor-to-ceiling windows offer maxi-
mum light and views.

Refreshed and redefined public 
spaces enhance guest experiences and 
the convenient location — 20 minutes 
from Miami International Airport and 
10 minutes from the city’s financial 
and international business district — is 
ideal for business travelers. In addi-
tion to over 13,000 sf of meeting space, 
Ritz-Carlton Coconut Grove, Miami 
also boasts a wealth of outdoor function 
spaces to celebrate the resort’s beauti-
ful surroundings.

The recently completed renova-
tions and meeting space expansion for 
Renaissance Orlando at SeaWorld has 
added 46,250 sf of new meeting space 
to the hotel, including a new 16,000-
sf ballroom, seven 1,200-sf meeting 
rooms, spacious pre-function areas 
and more than 15,000 sf of interior 
renovations. In addition, Renaissance 
Orlando at SeaWorld can transform its 
20,000 sf of outdoor event space into a 
lush, tropical oasis for attendees. This 
family friendly resort offers the abil-
ity for meeting and event attendees to 
work some and play some thanks to its 
ideal location close to SeaWorld, Walt 
Disney World, Universal Studios and 
Discovery Cove.

Who wouldn’t want to experience a 
tropical getaway as part of an associa-
tion’s meeting or event? The new Hard 
Rock Hotel Los Cabos offers 56,000 
sf of indoor and outdoor meeting and 
event space. As an all-inclusive resort, 
this new Hard Rock Hotel means 
meeting planners are provided with a 
dedicated event staff while attendees 
can enjoy unlimited dining options and 
free-flowing cocktails.

Hard Rock Hotel Los Cabos also is 
home to the largest convention center 
in Cabo San Lucas, offering a variety 
of venue options for meetings, con-
ventions, themed parties, concerts 
and other events. The resort’s meet-
ing spaces include two ballrooms, 
one boardroom and a foyer as indoor 
spaces, as well as multiple outdoor 
terraces and gardens for outdoor func-
tions. When downtime is available, 
guests can enjoy offsite excursions and 
tours as well as a wealth of on-property 
activities including Rock Spa Rhythm 
& Motion treatments, beauty salon ser-
vices, Rock Shots Photography, private 
beachfront dinners, a chance to swim 
with the dolphins, snorkeling and 
more. The combination of options is 
unlimited, allowing guests to mix and 
match amenities.

Hard Rock Hotel Los Cabos’ offer-
ings also feature Hard Rock’s branded 

“Rock Star Suite,” the signature Rock 
Spa, Body Rock fitness center, music 
memorabilia and access to three nearby 
golf courses designed by Davis Love III 
and Tiger Woods as part of the Dia-
mante Cabo San Lucas Complex. Meet-
ing and event attendees can also enjoy 
five swim-up bars, six pools, water 
slides, eight a-la-carte dining options 
and three lounges — Sun Bar, Moon 
Lounge and Club Heaven.

And for those attendees who may 
bring the entire family along, the 
resort has entertainment options 
for guests of all ages, complete with 
designated family and adults-only 
areas, a bowling alley, and Hard 
Rock’s kids program.

Puerto Rico is also a favorite loca-
tion for meeting and events and the 
newly transformed Caribe Hilton is 
considered one of Puerto Rico’s gems. 

The redesigned Ritz-Carlton Coconut 
Grove, Miami features 13,000 sf  
of meeting space and a wealth  

of outdoor function spaces.
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The $100 million makeover of San 
Juan’s legendary Caribe Hilton, has 
resulted in a complete overhaul of the 
hotel. The “top-to-bottom” project 
includes guest room and suite renova-
tions, “reimagined” food and beverage 
concepts, a new fitness center, a spa 
and a modernization of the property’s 
65,000 sf of meeting and event space.

Caribe Hilton opened in 1949 and 
introduced travelers to Puerto Rico and 

the Caribbean. Caribe Hilton is the sec-
ond historic San Juan hotel to complete 
a large-scale transformation project, as 
El San Juan Hotel, Curio Collection by 
Hilton also recently completed its reno-
vation after also experiencing damage 
during Hurricane Maria.

Located in Puerto Rico’s Isla Verde 
Beach, El San Juan, which opened in 
1958, has undergone a $65 million 
renovation. The new design embraces 

the original art and craftsmanship 
found throughout the property, while 
also maintaining El San Juan Hotel’s 
original look and feel in the redesign. 
Elements such as its iconic chande-
lier, hand-carved Mahogany ceiling 
and vaulted arches have been kept 
intact. The Chandelier Bar retains the 
crystal Czechoslovakian chandelier 
centerpiece that is also the third larg-
est oval chandelier of its kind in the 
world. The chandelier weighs 4,000 
pounds, has 185 light bulbs and 7,000 
pieces of glass.

For meetings and events, the newly 
redesigned Brava nightclub will feature 
two floors with a luxurious chande-
liered library and cutting-edge sound 
and projection systems. In addition, El 
San Juan Hotel features nearly 40,000 
sf of space, including the newly rede-
signed 11,000-sf Grand Ballroom.

New technology also graces El San 
Juan Hotel’s grand tower guest rooms, 
poolside and oceanfront villas and suites. 
These advancements include sensor-acti-
vated air conditioning, HDTV and com-
plimentary Wi-Fi connectivity.  | AC&F |

The new Hard Rock Hotel Los Cabos is an  
all-inclusive resort and provides meeting 
planners with a dedicated event staff.

Caesars Entertainment 
Corporation recently cel-
ebrated an important 
milestone, topping off 
its new state-of-the-art, 
550,000-sf conference 
facility, CAESARS FORUM, 
after breaking ground on 
the facility just more than 
a year ago. More than 
450 construction workers 
as well as meetings and 
conventions customers 
joined Caesars Entertain-
ment executives for the 
monumental moment of placing the final steel beam atop the 
structure. The $375 million conference center is within walk-
ing distance to more than 20,000 Caesars Entertainment hotel 
rooms and will provide direct access via skybridge to Harrah’s 
Las Vegas Hotel & Casino and The LINQ Hotel & Casino. It will 
be connected to The LINQ Promenade and the Flamingo Las 
Vegas and is expected to open next year. 

Meanwhile, the Flamingo is in the second phase of 

multimillion-dollar room 
renovation, which will 
include 976 guest rooms. 
Phase one renovated the 
first 1,270 rooms. So far 
the property has spent 
$156 million on the project. 
The property provides 
a 73,000-sf Corporate 
Convention Center and 
Executive Conference 

Center, which includes two ballrooms and meeting rooms that 
can accommodate up to 1,200 attendees.

The company also has plans for Caesars Palace Puerto Los 
Cabos, a $200 million, luxury beachfront hotel in Puerto Los Cabos, 
Mexico. Expected to open late next year, the hotel will feature 
500 rooms and suites, a 40,000-sf convention center, a 25,000-sf 
full-service spa, three restaurants, an entertainment venue, pools, 
cabanas, a fitness center, tennis, golf and more. | AC&F |

Caesars Entertainment Readies Caesars Forum for 2020 Opening
Caesars Entertainment 
celebrates topping off of 
Caesars Forum
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TURN ANY 
MEETING INTO 
A SHOW.
THE COMPANIES YOU 
WORK WITH VARY. 
YOUR COMMISSION 
SHOULDN’T.

Steve O’Malley, Michael Guerriero, and David Peckinpaugh (pictured left to right)
Maritz Global Events



Planning a Meeting out 
of the Country? It Helps 

to Know the Facts

By Patrick Simms
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COURTESY TOURISM AUSTRALIA

The International 
Society for Stem 
Cell Research in 
June last year held 
its Annual Meeting 
in Melbourne, 
Australia. 

T
he motivations for meet-
ing internationally are many. 
Association executives may 
wish to bring the annual con-

vention to a region where the member-
ship is strong, use the meeting to incu-
bate a membership in a certain region, 
or perhaps partner with a related orga-
nization based outside the United States 
in staging the event. Englewood, CO-
based Toastmasters International, for 
example, chooses global destinations 
based on the first motivator. “Typically, 
a location is chosen to support the club 
growth that has already experienced 
an increase in membership,” explains 
Wendy Roberts, CMP, meeting planning 
manager for Toastmasters Interna-
tional. “We will host an event in those 
locations to recognize the outstanding 
efforts of our volunteers and leaders 
that have helped to drive that growth.” 
But the second motivator, membership 
development in a geographic region, 
is also significant. “If hosting an event 
in the new international location that 
was chosen due to its established club 
growth brings more awareness to that 
region or district and increases mem-
bership for those clubs, then we accom-
plished two great goals,” Roberts adds.

The International Society for Stem 
Cell Research (ISSCR), based in Skokie, 
IL, has often been motivated by local 
partnership opportunities in select-

ing international sites. ISSCR’s Inter-
national Symposia will take place in 
Seoul, South Korea this year, and the 
meeting will be held in collaboration 
with the Korean Society for Stem Cell 
Research. In June last year, ISSCR 
held their Annual Meeting in Mel-
bourne, Australia, partly because the 

“scientific community was very strong 
there and incredibly supportive,” notes 
Cathy Vijeh, CMP, director of global 
events for ISSCR.

Being Well-Versed is Helpful
With all the reasons associations 

may have for meeting in diverse global 
locales, planners do well to be versed in 
international meeting planning, if they 
are not already. As always, the process 
begins with site selection, but when it 
comes to the international meetings 
market, it may not be as important to 
stay abreast of up-and-coming cities as 
it is in the U.S. market. That’s especially 
true in the case of Europe, notes Phelps 
R. Hope, CMP, senior vice president, 
meetings and expositions with Atlanta, 
Georgia-based Kellen. “Cities in Europe 
don’t change quickly, as opposed to the 
United States, where maybe a new con-
vention center is being built in a second-
tier city and now that city gets on the 
map of a convention cycle,” he explains. 

“Europe is very established, so it’s not 
a matter of staying on top of who now 

has entered the market as a second-tier 
city. It’s more about understanding who 
is out there in the second-tier cities and 
who can service what we need as a con-
vention. So it’s more research driven 
than finger-on-the-trends driven.” 
Hope gives the example of discovering 
Basel, Switzerland, a city not commonly 
known among U.S. associations, yet it 
boasts Switzerland’s largest congress 
center. The state-of-the-art Congress 
Center Basel is surrounded by hotels 
and restaurants, and the city itself is 
easily accessible via EuroAirport Basel-
Mulhouse-Freiburg or Zurich Airport.

When it’s important that the city be 
more recognizable in order to bolster 
the draw, there are plenty of options 
that don’t come along with the price 
tag of a first-tier city such as Lon-
don, England. Vijeh cites Amsterdam, 
Netherlands, where ISSCR held its 
International Symposia earlier this 
year. “Amsterdam always seems to 
be a very nice draw. It’s easy to get in 
and out of; the airlift and trains are 
extremely accessible. And it’s afford-
able,” she observes. The conference 

GLOBALMEETINGS
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Planners recommend Congress 
Center Basel in Basel, Switzerland. 

The center is surrounded by hotels 
and restaurants and the city is easily 

accessible via nearby airports.

PHOTO BY STEFAN SCHMIDLIN



took place at KIT Royal Tropical Insti-
tute, a neo-renaissance building at the 
edge of Amsterdam’s scenic Ooster-
park. The city’s primary meetings 
venue is Amsterdam RAI Exhibition 
and Convention Centre, a multifunc-
tional facility that hosts more than 500 
events a year.

Generally, it’s important that a city 
be both promotable and cost effective. 
In meeting these criteria and others, 
Roberts finds the assistance of local 
volunteers invaluable. “We are very 
fortunate to have incredible volunteers 
all over the world that we are able to 
consult when considering a location,” 
she says. “It could be that 
a city has rich history, a 
unique cultural experi-
ence or allows members a 
stress-free and affordable 
travel experience. There 
is a multitude of infor-
mation we can gain from 
someone who knows an 
area well and is able to 
help our team share those 
highlights to members 
that may be debating attending the 
event based on the many factors asso-
ciated with the chosen locale.” 

She adds, “Our local contacts give 
us insight into the economy in many 
destinations and can be a wonderful 
resource when determining if a room 
rate or a delegate package would be 
considered cost effective for a local 

living in that same region.” As help-
ful as these local contacts are, Roberts 
maintains that “You can never have too 
much information or consult with too 
many knowledgeable resources when 
making decisions on international 
locations,” and so she also relies on 
tourist boards and DMCs.

Yet another resource is the hotel 
chain representative, assuming the 
chain has properties in the cities being 
considered. Hope points to key differ-
ences in hotel booking for meetings 
in Europe. “You don’t protect a room 
block at the same level as you do in the 
U.S., just because people find their own 

way around,” he says. And unlike the 
scenario in many American first- and 
second-tier cities, the overall room 
block in Europe is often spread among 
a great many hotels for a large conven-
tion. “They don’t build ‘big box’ hotels 
over there,” Hope says. “You go out to 
San Diego, for example, and you’ve got 
the Hilton Bayfront with 1,500 rooms 

on one end of the convention center, 
and you’ve got the JW Marriott on the 
other end of the convention center and 
with 1,800 rooms. You’re not going to 
find that in Europe.”

The common need to partner with 
multiple smaller hotels can certainly 
be a burden on a planning team’s time. 

“You’ve got to go qualify each one of 
those hotels, understand 
where each one is in their 
quality level so you’re 
marketing them cor-
rectly, make sure they’re 
priced appropriately in 
respect to the others, 
and negotiate many dif-
ferent hotel contracts,” 
Hope explains. “So it just 
expands the workload.” 
Further complicating the 

task is the frequent opening of bou-
tique hotels that must be researched, 
and some of the hotels don’t market 
themselves very well to groups. “They 
may be a great hotel but you don’t 
know about them because they’re not 
in the mainstream of the convention 
marketing area that locals might know 
about it,” he says.

Toastmasters International 
selects destinations for its 

International Convention to 
boost local clubs that have 

shown growth.
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Wendy Roberts, CMP
Meeting Planning Manager  
Toastmasters International

“We are very fortunate to 
have incredible volunteers 
all over the world that we 
are able to consult when 
considering a location.”

Negotiating the Contract
Other differences arise in the nego-

tiation and contracting process with 
international hoteliers. Typically, they 
will not extend credit, nor give planners 
any slippage on attrition. “You want to 
block 100 rooms, you’re paying for the 
100 rooms,” Hope says. “It is tougher, 
and many items that are thrown in for 
free or as a part of the service in the U.S. 
are cost centers overseas. In the United 
States, hotels will often give you the ball-
room for the meeting because you have 
three other F&B functions. In Europe, if 
you want the ballroom, you pay for the 
ballroom and the F&B functions.”

However, this hard stance should 
not dissuade planners from politely 
trying to obtain their usual concessions. 
Indeed, extensive negotiation is part of 
the business cultures of some coun-
tries (e.g., India). This effort is more 
likely to be successful if one explains 
exactly why the item being negotiated 
is critical to the convention, instead of 
taking it for granted that the other party 
will appreciate that. “If you can better 
explain the ‘why’ behind your con-
tracted requests and be open to consid-
ering solutions that are more common 
practice in the location where the event 
will take place, you can usually find a 
compromise that is agreeable for both 
parties,” Roberts advises.

Also, when trying to negotiate lower 

prices, it’s helpful to bear in mind that 
there are already cost savings for inter-
national meetings that come from tax 
reclamation and often, waived gratu-
ities. “When holding a meeting in the 
U.S., we will have to pay taxes on goods 
and services and we cannot reclaim any 
of that, and on top of that many times 
we’ll have to pay between 20 and 24 
percent gratuity,” Vijeh explains. “Out-
side the U.S., you have to pay the taxes 
but on many occasions all of that or a 
portion can be reclaimed. And very 
rarely are there any gratuities that 
are added to a bill.” So while meeting 
space is often more expensive at inter-
national hotels, the tax reclamation and 
lack of gratuities can help to offset the 
added cost. To recover value-added 
tax (VAT), the association must regis-
ter with the local administration and 
obtain a VAT number.

While many associations will hold 
their entire event within the conven-
tion center and/or hotels, in some cases 
budget allows for an offsite event that 
connects attendees to the local culture. 
Given that there is usually limited oppor-
tunity and funds for such events while 
it’s not an incentive program, after all, it 
is sensible to give delegates a very rep-
resentative experience. Tours are a great 
option in this regard. “While in Paris, we 
hope to host a dinner on the Seine River, 
which will allow our delegates to expe-

rience many of Paris’s historical monu-
ments all at once and without having to 
take on a big portion of individual plan-
ning for themselves,” Roberts says. “We 
also like to plan city tours or an activ-
ity for attendees to be able to explore a 
chosen destination prior to the opening 
ceremonies of our event. Helping your 
attendees to explore the destination 
can kick off the networking process and 
elevate their overall experience.”

Another approach is to book a venue 
iconic to the city. When in Dublin, Ire-
land, the Guinness Storehouse is a clas-
sic choice. Hope’s team has arranged a 
tour of the facility for 600 attendees of 
an association in the internet industry. 

“It was a multi-floor event with a whole 
historic Ireland feel to it, including 
local entertainment and buffet stations. 
We’re taking advantage of the destina-
tion and the venue itself,” he says. The 
entire Guinness Storehouse can be 
rented for a 2,000-person event, and 
there are numerous rentable spaces for 
anywhere from 16-650 participants.

If such tours and offsite events can’t 
be included, there are still simple and 
convenient ways to bring the local cul-
ture into the convention center or hotel. 
As a research-based organization, ISSCR 
has a very limited budget for “extracur-
ricular” events, according to Vijeh. “But 
we’ll try to bring in the flavors of a city 
through our catering at the convention 

When in Ireland, the Guinness Storehouse is a classic choice for attendees. The entire venue can be rented for a 2,000-person event and there are 
numerous rentable spaces accommodating anywhere from 16-650 participants. Planners suggest enjoying local culture when visiting other countries.
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center,” she says. Bringing in entertain-
ment or presenters representing the 
local culture is another option. “When 
we were in Melbourne, we had an 
aboriginal gentleman come in and do a 
welcome to the country,” she adds.

Assessing Safety 
of Attendees

When the program will branch 
out into offsite venues, it important to 
assess the safety of the areas of the city 
attendees will be passing through, apart 
from their usual commute from hotels 
to the convention center. 
Roberts uses a variety of 
resources to make those 
assessments, and to 
determine if the destina-
tion as a whole is viable 
from a safety and security 
perspective. “We typi-
cally start with resources 
available through event 
industry trade associa-
tions and then have con-
versations with volun-
teers that live in or near 
the destination,” she says. “We have 
also leaned on the support and rela-
tionships built with contacts at DMCs, 
tourist boards, hotels and convention 
centers, sometimes over multiple years, 
as they are local to the area and can 
provide information on any shifts that 
may occur in a location that was chosen 

years in advance of the event date.”
Advisories about any risks on the 

ground for incoming delegates are a criti-
cal part of pre-convention communica-
tions, along with logistical information 
such as exhibit hall maps and restaurant 
lists. Hope suggests notifying delegates 
about hawkers or solicitors at bag-
gage claim, such as individuals offering 
attendees rides. He gives an example of 
a destination-specific advisory: “If you 
do a program in Budapest, make sure 
attendees order their taxis from the hotel 
instead of flagging one down on the street 

because that’s how the nefarious taxis 
hijack you out to the countryside for ran-
som or requiring you to pay a higher fee 
to get you to your original destination.”

While communicating with attend-
ees regarding convention matters, it’s 
best to err on the side of too much infor-
mation. But conversely, collecting infor-

mation from attendees has become a 
sensitive issue, at least when it comes to 
European attendees. Implemented last 
year, the General Data Protection Regu-
lation (GDPR) is a regulation in EU law 
that applies to citizens of the European 
Union and the European Economic Area. 
Associations with European delegates 
have had to revise their procedures for 
interacting with these attendees, and it 
has been a bit of a challenge for some 
organizations. “We have to be 100 per-
cent vigilant and in compliance with 
GDPR,” Vijeh says. “We are continually 
asking our European delegation to opt in 
to be able to receive either digital mail-
ings or hard mailings, and sharing with 
them the importance of allowing us to be 
in communication with them.”

Opt in is also required for sharing 
attendees’ information with exhibi-
tors. However, it is advantageous to 
only prompt attendees to opt in once, 
as required by law. “If you give the buy-
ers too many chances to opt out, all of 
a sudden your 2,000 buyers are down 
to 200,” Hope says. “And so the value 
of the list, the value of scanning badges, 
the value of what you’re providing as an 
association to exhibitors is very diluted.” 
Instead, Hope suggests only extending 
that option when an individual becomes 
a member of the association or registers 
for the convention, letting the person 
know how their information will be 
used should consent be given. “Then 
we don’t do it anymore. I’ve heard of 
associations that give them another 
option when they walk out to get their 
badge. That’s overreaction. If they opt 

out, the exhibitors can’t 
scan the badges to get 
attendees’ information, 
which is what they pay 
to be there for,” he says.

There are undoubt-
edly distinct challenges 
that come with planning 
global meetings, includ-
ing GDPR compliance 
in the case of European 
delegates, the lack of “big 
box” hotels or the inabil-
ity to work an attrition 

clause into a contract. But these issues 
are minor compared to the advantages. 
Reaching out to geographic segments of 
the membership, membership develop-
ment, generating new revenue streams 
and building industry partnerships can 
all be achieved via a “globe-trotting” 
association meeting.  | AC&F | 
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Budapest is a popular 
meeting destination, but 
planners familiar with the 
city say attendees should 
order their taxis from the 
hotel, not solicitors and 
individuals offering rides.

“Cities in Europe don’t 
change quickly, as opposed 
to the United States … So it’s 
more research driven than 

finger-on-the-trends driven.”

Phelps R. Hope, CMP 
Senior Vice President  
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Clause and Effect
Successful Planners Understand Contracts

By Maura Keller

T
he rise of the global economy 
and the growth of litigious 
actions within the meetings 
and events industry have had 

sweeping implications for proper con-
tract development and negotiation. And 
in the age of instant global communica-
tion, understanding the trends facing 
contracts, how to understand, negotiate 
and enhance their value are prerequi-
sites in developing solid contracts that 
protect all parties involved.

AT ITS CORE
Contract negotiation is a term much 

bandied about in these days of our 
knowledge economy. Proper contract 
development and negotiation are things 
that every successful meeting and event 
planner must understand. According to 
Kris O’Brien, CMP and owner of KOB 

Event Solutions, the biggest issues that 
meeting planners need to consider 
when reviewing and establishing a 
contract really depends on the client’s 
need and budget.

“Some of the primary areas include 
room rental fees, food and beverage 
minimums and reviewing all the taxes 
and service charges as each property 
and city have varying percentages, 
room rates and A/V charges,” O’Brien 
says. “It also may involve waiving fees 
when bringing in your own vendor or 
the discounting involved when using an 
internal vendor.”

Amberlee Huggins, president at 
CSI DMC, says there are key issues 
that meeting and event planners need 
to consider when establishing and 
reviewing a contract. First is suitabil-
ity and viability. “As an adviser to our 

clients, we begin with a query about 
their experience managing programs 
and stakeholders of the same size and 
scope,” Huggins says.

“Truth in opportunity” is another 
top-of-mind issue to which Huggins 
and her team pay close attention. They 
look at their resources and ask, “Is it a 
peak period or time? Can the venue or 
vendor handle it and provide quality 
care? What do service levels look like? 
What is their approach?”

And in many event planning situa-
tions people simply don’t prepare for 
the worst-case scenario. Many profes-
sionals find themselves in situations 
that are going smoothly, so they think, 

“Why waste time planning for some-
thing as complicated as a cancellation?”

But it’s when things are falling apart 
that individuals frantically examine a 
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Melis Feingold, senior creative 
services manager and Brian Whitt, 

vice president of sales, both of CSI 
South Florida, run through details 

one last time before a themed 
reception at The Ritz-Carlton, 

Naples.  

contract looking for what remedy to 
which they’re entitled. So prior to any 
contracts being signed, make sure a 
cancellation clause has been crafted.

At CSI DMC they work in the “what 
if?” space. As Huggins explains, clients 
hire their meeting planning company to 
think about different outcomes because 
they deal with a variety of scenarios 
regularly and can help save money, time 
and challenges.

“The most important thing with con-
tracts is contingency and back-up plan-
ning,” Huggins says. “It is common to 
plan for the ideal scenario, however you 
need to contract with the back-up plan 
as equally weighted.”

For example, if a venue’s alternate 
space — and the concessions that 
come with it — are needed as a result 
of a contingency plan, do the space and 
concessions change the event experi-
ence or ‘feel’? What does the flow look 
like? Define the alternate plan and put 
that in the contract. And with vendors 

— who is the team with which you’re 
working? The back-up plan should 
include any changes to the team if they 
occur unexpectedly.

“We work with clients to ensure 
these plans are outlined from the 
beginning and are part of the con-
tract,” Huggins says.

CHALLENGES APLENTY
One key challenge that O’Brien has 

faced when developing contracts is the 
“conflict of interest” clause. “Depending 
on the company and industry, having 
competitors in the hotel 
would be a big concern,” 
O’Brien says. “It’s impor-
tant to discuss the issue 
with the hotel or vendor 
to clarify the meaning of 
the clause. If the clause 
is non applicable, ask to 
strike it. If the clause is 
different from a company 
policy or general beliefs, 
then you need to discuss 
for a mutual agreed clause.” 
In this situation, O’Brien 
strongly recommends to include hot 
buttons like this in the RFP before 
negotiations begin.

It’s also important for meeting 
planners to always keep in consider-
ation other factors that may have an 
impact on a meeting or event such as 

parking charges, valet, labor charges, 
set up fees, etc.

“I have seen planners discuss these 
items on a high level in proposals, but 
possibly not factor the overall costs if 
their event has many set up needs or 
has all local attendees,” O’Brien says.

It should go without saying that 
meeting planners and vendors need 
to review the contract in full — going 
through it with a proverbial “fine-
toothed comb.”

“Ask questions when a clause isn’t 
clear,” O’Brien says. “I request that 
all attrition and cancellation dates 
and amounts are listed in the con-
tract.” O’Brien also prefers not to leave 
contracts listing only percentages 
or a date range.

“If there is ever an issue, it’s eas-
ier to discuss when the exact date 
and exact amount are not in ques-
tion,” O’Brien says.

And when it comes to negotiating 
contracts, planners should look at their 
past history with room blocks, room 

rental and F&B expenses and specifics. 
Make your needs clear.

What’s more, people often think 
that they should keep all their “cards 
close to their chest” at all points of a 
negotiation. This can be problematic 
because without clearly explaining a 
planner’s needs and expectations from 

the ‘get go,’ how is a 
vendor or supplier sup-
posed to give the plan-
ner what they want? It’s 
vital to be clear on non-
negotiable items. This 
will ensure that those 
aspects won’t be com-
promised or forgotten.

KEY AREAS OF 
NEGOTIATION

As hotels, event 
spaces and catering 

companies most often are the issuers of 
contracts, the contracts are also skewed 
to their advantage. As such, make sure 
to become educated on the key issues 
in the contract and note any issues that 
are problematic. Remember, most con-
tracts are negotiable.

CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS
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“So before you even go 
into the negotiations, you 
need to determine what 
it is that you absolutely 

have to have for that 
event to be successful.”

Jonathan Howe
 Founding Partner and President  

of Howe & Hutton, Ltd.

Christine Schroyer, senior event manager, 
CSI Washington, DC and Jackie Curran, 

senior creative services manager, CSI 
Orlando, at the Gaylord Palms Resort 

& Convention Center in Kissimmee, FL. 
Planners recommend going through 

contracts with a “fine-toothed comb.”
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Moy says that anyone running 
a business that requires the sign-
ing of contracts on a daily or weekly 
basis should have an attorney look at 
these documents.

“An event planner should invest in 
a good client service contract and use 
that from event to event, and then they 
only need their attorney to review sec-
tions or clauses that are added by the 
client, if any,” Moy says.

MISTAKES TO AVOID
One of the common problems Howe 

sees with contracts is that the parties 
involved in the contract may agree 
what a “word” is in the contract but 
they don’t necessarily agree to what 
the word means.

“For example, let’s say a planner 
asks a hotel if they have a freight eleva-
tor and the hotel says, ‘Yes, we have a 
freight elevator.’ Well, it doesn’t come 
around until the time of the event that 
the freight elevator is needed to get 
3,000 pounds of equipment to the ball-
room on the second floor,” Howe says. 

“The problem is, what they thought 
was a freight elevator is actually a 
‘service elevator,’ which is simply a 
passenger elevator with padding.” So 
what the initial question should have 
been, and what should have been in 
the contract, is ‘Do you have an eleva-
tor that can handle 3,000 pounds of 
equipment?’ Planners need to ask the 
right questions, in the right ways. Be 
specific and don’t talk in generalities.”

Huggins stresses that 
contracts should never be 
more complicated than 
what is reasonable for the 
meeting or event planner to 
understand. “They are not 
an ego position, or should 
not be,” Huggins says. “If 
it is not clear to you, ask for 
plain language contract-
ing and examples that are 
relevant to your circum-
stances. Be sure to have them included 
in the contract.”

Also cross out what you do not agree 
with and ask for alternative language 
that is more mutually agreeable. Always 
ask what is relevant on the contract 
specifically with your event in mind. Or 
partner with an experienced organiza-
tion that works in the landscape regu-
larly, with the experience to negotiate, 
share and help.

“Remember hotels and venues want 

your business,” Huggins says. “With 
that in mind, they consistently play 
a chess game on space and/or guest 
room availability. Ask what chal-
lenges they experience regularly. Be 
open and listen.”

In the meeting and event industry 
common challenges often develop after 
signing a contract. To avoid these issues, 
before contracting, walk through your 
event from start to finish.

Not addressing clauses around pro-
gram execution, moving around other 
groups, and internal staffing levels are 
common. That’s why Huggins says 

it’s important to define parameters 
around maintenance inconveniences 
and construction and define its impact 
even if “minimized” during con-
tract negotiations.

“And define ‘walk’ clauses including 
where rehoused attendees will stay, and 
what concessions the hotel will pro-
vide,” Huggins says.

Remember that cancellation poli-
cies should match the attrition policy. If 
a group is allowed 15% attrition with no 

penalties, then the cancellation policy 
should be based on 85% of the antici-
pated revenue, not 100%.

Also, you can save thousands of dol-
lars in potential attrition fees by drop-
ping rooms before the deadline. That 
said, remember that if you release too 

many rooms, but later find 
that you need rooms again, 
you may not get them back 

— or they will be at much 
higher rate. So consider 
holding onto some “dummy 
rooms” for meeting or event 
attendees who register later.

“Don’t just read the con-
tract. Set a time aside to walk 
through clauses and be open 
about what you don’t under-

stand,” Huggins says. “Ask for plain 
truth examples. And put examples 
in the contract that are particularly 
relevant to you.”

Howe agrees. “There are so many 
times I’ve had a client come into my 
office about a contract issue and say, 
‘Well, I guess I didn’t read it as closely 
as I should have,” Howe says. “The best 
thing for everyone involved is to read 
the contract carefully and thoughtfully. 
It can save a lot of problems.”  | AC&F |

Jonathan Howe, founding partner 
and president of Howe & Hutton, Ltd. 
says that when it comes to negotiating 
contracts, the fundamental rule when 
maintaining the integrity of an event is 
to put it in the contract.

“If its not in the contract there is no 
basic obligation to provide that service 
or facility overall,” Howe says. “So 
before you even go into the negotia-
tions, you need to determine what it is 
that you absolutely have to have for that 
event to be successful. You start with 
that premise and sit down and talk with 
the supplier, clearly explaining what 
you need to have. If the answer is ‘no’ on 
the part of the vendor, you 
can establish right away if 
the business relationship is 
worthwhile to pursue.”

Howe suggests meet-
ing planners establish a 
three-column protocol 
from which to work. The 
first column is “needs”; the 
second column is “wants” 
and the third column 
is “interests.”

“If you have to have a ballroom avail-
able 24 hours a day, that’s a need you 
have to have,” Howe says. “If they can’t 
give you the ballroom for 24 hours a day, 
then why waste everyone’s time?”

The “wants” column encompasses 
items that are a bit more fluid. Perhaps 
you don’t need a ballroom for 24 hours 
a day — just for a lunch and program. If 
the items within your “wants” column 
don’t work out or are not feasible, the 
world will not come to a grinding halt 
but having a series of “wants” does pro-
vide an avenue for negotiation.

For example, let’s say you ‘want’ 
free valet parking for attendees, but the 
hotel says they are unable to fill that 
request because their valet parking is 

contracted out to an outside company.
“That gives the meeting planning 

the opportunity to negotiate by say-
ing, ‘Well if you can’t provide free valet 
parking perhaps you can upgrade my 
board of directors to a suite,’” Howe 
says. “That’s a soft money deal on the 
part of the hotel. And perhaps you had 
only five attendees actually driving 
to the event. Of course valet parking 
would have been nice for those five 
individuals, but it is not as nice of an 
offering for your 22 association board 
members to the ability to have nicer 
amenities found in a suite.”

One of the common questions Howe 

receives from meeting planners and 
others about contracts is why contracts 
have gotten so lengthy — many times 
today’s contracts are dozens of pages 
long. Quite simply, it’s because contracts 
today are based on bad experiences.

“If you have a bad experience, you 
don’t necessarily want to have it hap-
pen to you again, so you put something 
in the contract to ease the burden 
of that bad experience,” Howe says. 

“Sometimes that bad experience may 
be a once-in-a-lifetime kind of thing so 
you don’t necessarily have to have it in 
future contracts. You probably should 
have had it in the contract where you 
got burned, but it doesn’t have to be in 
every other contract that you negotiate.”

Experts agree that cancellation and 
partial cancellation clauses are perhaps 
the biggest points of contention as it 
relates to contracts. That’s why it is 
important for meeting and event plan-
ners to get specific monetary outlines 
on what the costs will be. Negotiate 
down from there based on occupancy 
levels at the time of your cancellation 
or partial cancellation.

“Dispute resolution also is often only 
addressed if there is a problem on the 
contract,” Huggins says. “Be proactive 
and ask for steps to be outlined in the 
contract in ‘day to day’ disputes resolu-
tion: Who will be engaged? What will 
the process be? Ask for specific actions 
that will be followed if you have con-
cerns pre-, during or post program. 
Don’t wait for the pre-con meeting to 
define onsite.”

Finally, review the contract line 
by line on “experience” changes. The 
CSI DMC team regularly does this 

for clients, making sure all 
contractual terms are in their 
best interests.

For example, should the 
property or vendor make 
changes that impact or poten-
tially impact the outcome of 
your event — e.g., meeting space 
changes not related to weather/
force majeure or anything that 
can impact the ‘experience’ 
attendees will have.

“We have the contingency outlined 
and agreed to with the venue and vendor 
so there are no surprises,” Huggins says.

Hospitality lawyer Jasmine Moy, 
Esq., founding partner at Jasmine Moy 
Law P.C., says the most important parts 
to make clear in an agreement is the 
scope of work and time for delivery and 
then exactly how and when the vendor 
will get paid.

“My role comes in when making sure 
that their liability is limited if things 
don’t go right, making sure they’re 
indemnified for any damages that may 
occur — unless my client is negligent, 
and making sure that the scope is clear,” 
Moy says. “Ambiguities are the doors 
that lead to arguments and litigation.”

Christine Schroyer, senior event manager, 
CSI Washington, DC, helps an attendee 
at registration for a breakfast forum at 
The Geraghty in Chicago. How to handle 
attrition is an important negotiating point 
in every contract. 
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“The most important 
thing with contracts 
is contingency and 
back-up planning.”

Amberlee Huggins
President, CSI DMC

Thayer Phillips, director of transportation, 
CSI Washington, DC, directs attendees 

at McCormick Place in Chicago. 
Transportation is often a complex issue 

during contract negotiations.
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“I request that 
all attrition and 

cancellation dates 
and amounts are 

listed in the contract.”

Kris O’Brien, CMP
Owner, KOB Event Solutions
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The Future is Now
Meetings Technology is Steadily Improving

By Christine Loomis

P
lanners and organizers of 
conventions and trade shows 
depend on technology for their 
meetings, from registration 

and data security to keynote presenta-
tions, attendee engagement, exhibitor 
ROI and more. Chatbots, virtual real-
ity (VR) and artificial intelligence (AI) 
no longer reside solely in the future; 
they’re here in how we create stimulat-
ing, effective meetings today.

Yet that doesn’t mean that every bit 
of new tech is right for every show. It 
does mean that planners and associa-
tions have a slew of new and evolving 
tools at their disposal. The key is to 
choose those that meet their needs and 
support their business goals.

Carina Bauer, CEO, IMEX Group, 
underscores that point. “For an asso-
ciation, as for any business, the key 

with using new technology is to ensure 
that you have understood what your 
needs are and why you’re using the 
tech. There’s no point in using the 
newest tech for the sake of it; rather, 
it’s important to understand what prob-
lems you need to solve and then inves-
tigate what solutions might be best for 
your business.”

Bauer says testing new technology 
fits in with her organization’s mission 
to innovate and educate, and that’s 
apparent at both IMEX in Frankfurt 
and IMEX America in Las Vegas. “We 
trial new technology we think will 
impact our industry — the business-
events sector. In recent years, we’ve 
trialed a chatbot to help our attendees 
and exhibitors with queries before and 
during the show. Most recently, we 
trialed AI facial-recognition technol-

ogy to process and welcome attendees 
at Association Evening, part of IMEX 
in Frankfurt.”

In addition, she notes, she’s see-
ing interesting uses of technology by 
exhibitors who are tapping it to cre-
atively bring their venue, product or 
destination to life. “For example,” she 
says, “exhibitors at our recent shows 
have been using VR. By wearing a VR 
headset, attendees — meeting planners 

— can explore a destination or venue, 
and even look inside a space that hasn’t 
launched yet. We also see some exhibi-
tors starting to use near-field technol-
ogy (NFC) for information distribution 
at their booths, often activated using 
NFC enabled smartphones.”

 For IMEX, Bauer says, the goal is to 
connect meeting planners and suppli-
ers. “We therefore carefully choose the 
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Planners depend  on 
technology more than 
ever, but some say that 
doesn’t mean all tech is 
right for every event.

right technology to help make this hap-
pen, rather than being driven by which-
ever technology is of the moment. One 
example is our app, which helps exhibi-
tors and planners research and plan 
their time at the show as well as being 
a useful, instant resource during busy 
days on the show floor. Another con-
stant on the trade-show floor are lead-
retrieval devices and apps.”

IMEX isn’t alone in that. 
“Most meetings and shows,” 
Bauer says, “exist in order 
to foster business connec-
tions. As a result, meeting/
show organizers can lever-
age technology to aid these 
connections. Apps that 
work both in advance and 
onsite that have matching 
algorithms can work well 
if set up correctly. Compa-
nies such as Zenvoy employ this match-
ing year round, whereas others like 
e-180 work on an event-based ‘brain 
date’ concept. Technology can also 
be used to support sustainability val-
ues, for example, by swapping printed 
materials for online delivery. This can 
be used effectively by both organizers 
and exhibitors.”

For all of the advances in technol-
ogy, Bauer says the major questions 
for organizers, exhibitors and planners 
still revolve around Wi-Fi capacity. 

“For most new technologies, the ability 
to quickly and seamlessly access high-
speed internet is still crucial. It is also a 
must for attendees.”

AI is promising in terms of uses for 
shows, however, notes Bauer, “We’re 
still at the early stages of utilizing AI in 
our day-to-day businesses and during 
events. There’s no doubt, though, that as 
apps like chatbots become more ‘intel-
ligent’ and we find ways of integrating 
AI into our business models, this will 
become increasingly ubiquitous.”

In addition to AI, Bauer sees aug-
mented reality and more widespread 
use of RFID and NFC as major tech 
advances for planners and associations 

to keep on their radar.
Like other experts, Elizabeth Glau, 

CMP, director of strategy, EGCX Group, 
says associations should look for the 
tech that supports their goals and mis-
sion — and that may or may not mean 
using the latest, greatest technology. In 
fact, Glau says, “The ‘latest’ technology 
does not make it the ‘greatest.’ We’re 

in an age of technology overload. The 
attendee journey or operational effi-
ciency needs to be factored into the 
decision of whether to use each tool. 
Sometimes a better result can come 
from a no-tech or low-tech option. Cer-
tainly, we need to keep up with what is 
available, and it would be nice for orga-
nizers to have better ways of learning 
about what works in what situations.”

To do that, Glau suggests, start with 
a question about the specific type of 
engagement for which you’re aiming. 

“For example, to gather more ideas 
from attendees during a session, use a 
simple tool to run polls, surveys, Q&A, 
etc. You might try Glisser, Piccles or 

SocialPoint Audience Engagement. And 
if the mission is to make sure attendees 
are meeting the right people, then find 
the technology that tells them who they 
should meet. That technology might be 
powered by AI, like Grip or Swapcard. 
Matchmaking leverages the personal-
ized information you collect from your 
buyers and sellers to make sure the right 

attendees are connecting.”
But planners need to 

remember that many of the 
ways we promote events 
and activate engagement 
onsite rely on attendee 
participation. “We need 
to make sure the solutions 
we’re using are actually use-
ful for the attendee and we 
need to communicate the 
value to them,” Glau says.

Echoing Bauer, Glau 
notes that lead retrieval is the technol-
ogy most pertinent for exhibitors on the 
trade-show floor, provided by exhibi-
tors themselves or by show organiz-
ers. “Lead retrieval is set up to capture 
contact information from attendees. 
Ideally, the exchange goes both ways so 
attendees can also have a record of who 
they met and receive their collateral 
electronically in an automated fashion.”

While having the latest tech may not 
be critical, Glau says AI has viable cur-
rent uses. “If you can determine a way 
to use it to automate a repetitive pro-
cess that saves you time or money, then 
it’s useful. There may be a significant 
investment in time or resources to get 
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“We need to make sure 
the solutions we’re using 

are actually useful for 
the attendee and we 

need to communicate 
the value to them.”

Elizabeth Glau, CMP
Director of Strategy, EGCX Group

At IMEX America and IMEX Frankfurt,  
meeting planners were exposed to 

innovative meetings technology.



it set up, but you can factor that into the 
total value proposition.”

Of course for any tech to be effective 
the right Wi-Fi must be available, and 
that’s something planners and associa-
tions need to discuss with venues well 
in advance of a meeting. “Depending 
on the size of the event, there are many 
implications around Wi-Fi access these 
days. The association may or may not 
be able to bring in their own Wi-Fi if 
the venue Wi-Fi is not sufficient or cost 
prohibitive. There are also potential 
security issues with the types of net-
works offered that also need to be dis-
cussed and considered.”

In terms of keeping up with new 
tech, Glau says, “New tools for influ-
encer marketing should be considered. 
Your attendees are your best marketers; 
make it easy for them to recommend 
your event to their peers. Additionally, 
associations need to stay on top of regu-
lations around attendee privacy.”

One important point Glau makes is 
that using new tools does not neces-
sarily mean starting all over with new 
vendors, and also some “old-school” 
solutions can be very effective.

“The ability to scale personalized 
data on your attendees to understand 
and serve them better has vastly 
improved in the past three years. Some 
of the same companies you’re already 

working with have added better dash-
boards and features to enable you to 
gain greater insight. For example, I 
used Survey Monkey to tie attendees’ 
demographic and psychographic data 
collected during registration to their 
survey responses. This allowed us to see 
if specific groups of attendees were get-
ting their specific needs met. Another 
easy solution is a Google Forum for 
collecting feedback onsite. Attendees 
appreciate having a forum to give the 
organizer feedback with the option to 
receive a follow-up to resolve any issues 
they may be having without having to 
physically track down a staff member.”

Brittany Marinovich, manager, 
meetings and expositions with Kel-
len, also sees tech as a way to connect 
with attendees before, during and after 
events and for attendees to connect 
with each other.

“By using event apps, you can have 
attendees sign up for certain education 
sessions and see who else is attending 
that session, which can further encour-
age attendance. They can also connect 
before or after the session to share notes 
and elaborate more on the topic. During 
sessions, live polling helps engage the 
audience with the topic and interact 
directly with the speaker. By seeing 
the results live on screen, attendees 
can feel more connected to the topic,” 

Marinovich says.
Tech is also useful for speakers 

who can’t make an event but would 
still like to present at it. “Online meet-
ing tools and even VR offer them the 
chance to feel like they’re in the room,” 
she adds. And for speakers who pres-
ent at a show, recording technology is 
the best way for show organizers and 
planners to extend the usability of a 
meeting. “Using recording technology, 
upon securing the permissions of your 
speakers, you can create high-quality 
videos that can be used later as webi-
nars or distributed to anyone who can-
not attend the meeting.”

Marinovich points to many ways 
tech can be used productively on the 
trade-show floor, such as driving booth 
traffic. “Name badges with barcodes 
replace business cards or business lead 
cards. The trade-show floor now has 
smartphone charging stations, virtual 
reality presentations, smartphone apps 
with GPS floor plans, interactive kiosks 
and so much more. Software like a2z is 
great for floorplan management, exhib-
itor and attendee portals, speaker and 
session management and mobile and 
social applications,” she says. “Gamifi-
cation, such as scavenger hunts, is also 
a big one to help drive booth traffic by 
offering special discounts, coupons and 
prizes. You can provide knowledge and 
increase attendee/exhibitor involve-
ment while instilling some fun and 
friendly competition.”

Marinovich thinks technology is 
definitely making things easier on the 
meetings front. “Instead of spread-
sheets and forms, meeting and event 
registration can now be done from your 
smartphone. Online registration sites 
allow questions to be more custom 
and personal and allow you to collect 
more information to cater your event 
to your attendees. Fast-stations have 
also cut down on long lines at registra-
tion to gather your name badge and 
other materials. Now you can simply 
walk up, scan a barcode and your badge 
prints right there.”

With younger attendees all about 
social media, that’s an area of evolving 
technology that Marinovich also thinks 
is important. “The more shareable and 
more Instagrammable the better. My 
personal favorites are Snapchat filters 
and lenses; nothing livens up your story 
better than a cool filter, geolocation 
or funny lens. The company SCAN-
Venger Hunt has great gamification 

options like trivia, scavenger hunts and 
interactive game walls. Another fun 
option is WallaMe, where you can hide 
secret messages throughout your event 
and trade show.”

One collateral positive of rising 
technology is reduced waste because 
printed programs are no longer neces-
sary. “You can load all your informa-
tion in one place, connect with other 
attendees, see updated schedules, look 
at floor plans of the hotel or trade-show 
floor and receive push notifications for 
event updates and announcements,” 
Marinovich says.

And keep looking forward. “Do 
your research to know what’s out there. 
There are new things coming out every 
day that can make your event more fun 
or make your job easier.”

When it comes to the question of 
whether AI is a current useful tool or 
simply bells and whistles, Bob Caldwell, 
founding partner, CRO of EventBots, by 
Sciensio, says, “That is a concept we 
talk about around the world. All too 
often, technology is deployed without 
much thought to its purpose, other than 
to elicit oohs and aahs.”

He makes clear that was never the 
point of EventBots “We relentlessly 
focus on the Job To Be Done, where 
we are making certain that the AI tech-
nology, chatbots in our case, is laser 
focused on improving attendee experi-
ence, reducing costs for 
organizers and generally 
driving achievement of 
specifically measurable 
KPIs. Our AI chatbots 
are cool, but if we are not 
improving the process 
or business results for 
our clients, why should 
they deploy them?”

Associations, he 
says, are using chatbots 
in many different ways 
today. “They’re looking to use AI chat-
bots to support their trade shows, but 
also using templated versions of bots to 
support their regional and local meet-
ings with deep, rich conversations. 
Of course, they’re also deploying AI 
chatbots on their websites in rapidly 
increasing numbers. Chatbots are the 
truest voice of the customer.”

But are they revolutionizing meet-
ings? Maybe. “We’re seeing 80%+ 
engagement, 95%+ correct response 
rates; click-through rates above 40%,” 
Caldwell says. “Remember, 100% of 

people have SMS and it has a 98% open 
rate. These are incredible changes to 
the industry. AI chatbots deliver infor-
mation to attendees in SMS and other 
channels. Attendees can literally ask a 
question and get an answer.”

Chatbots aren’t the only gamechang-
ers. Mary Ann Pierce, founder and CEO 
of MAP Digital Inc., says consolidation 
of event technology is a huge improve-
ment. “Attendees can log-in once to 
register, build their schedule, connect 
with others and access conference 
presentations and webcasts. We’re see-

ing a significant decline in attendees 
downloading a native app. Web/mobile 
websites offer more flexibility for inte-
gration with other technology and con-
tent changes, and all user data is stored 
in one place. The Web/mobile website 
can span the arc of the attendee’s con-
ference engagement from registration 
to evaluations all in one place.”

Pierce says the same consolida-
tion exists in tech used by exhibitors. 

“Exhibitors are using Jifflenow.com to 
schedule meetings with attendees as 
an extension of their CRM. We met 

Eventtia.com at Unbound Miami and 
were impressed with their event-man-
agement platform. We were especially 
keen to test their built-in lead retrieval 
for exhibitors. Again, consolidation 
and integration of all function in one 
place or platform. Now, integration 
is innovation.”

Pierce also thinks shar-
ing and community will 
drive future technology. 

“MAP Digital has built a 
pilot program distributing 
video ‘snippets’ of confer-
ence content via social 
media to build cause-
awareness, brand and com-
munity. We’re getting very 
encouraging results and 
thus, interest from funders 
who want to move the 

needle for social good. We believe that 
the future is in sharing of ideas to build 
community, which will also enhance 
attendee development and retention.”

Like Caldwell, Pierce thinks AI, 
which she notes has been around since 
the 1950s, is a game changer. “It will 
guide us to design better events, have 
a deeper relationship with our attend-
ees, build influencer community and 
better serve exhibitors and sponsors. It 
will bring more precision and profit to 
event marketing.”

The International Association of 

Planners say most meetings 
and shows exist to foster 

business connections and the 
use of technology helps make 

those connections.

“All too often, technology  
is deployed without  
much thought to its 

purpose, other than to 
elicit oohs and aahs.”

Bob Caldwell
Founding Partner, CRO
EventBots, by Sciensio

Carina Bauer, CEO, IMEX 
Group, says testing 

new technology fits her 
organization’s mission to 

innovate and educate.
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Exhibitions & Events (IAEE) is the 
industry show for show organizers, and 
as such has an emphasis on show-wor-
thy technology. Scott Craighead, CEM, 
vice president of exhibitions and events, 
says, “It’s extremely important for asso-
ciations to stay up on technology trends 
and apply tech where it makes the most 
sense for their event strategy. For this 
reason, IAEE, with its audience being 
show organizers, emphasizes tech at 
Expo! Expo!, with an extensive offering 
of tech-related solutions and education 
programs. At IAEE’s Expo! Expo!, show 
data tells us that various show-related 
technologies are among 
the most sought-after 
product categories in our 
show’s marketplace.”

Exhibitors, Craighead 
notes, “are adopting tech-
nology that assists them 
with telling their brand 
story and by providing 
interactive experiences 
for their visitors. An 
example of this is the 
utilization of VR and 
AR for delivering prod-
uct demonstrations and 
brand experiences.”

He lists show apps, chatbots, 
matchmaking platforms and sensor/
traffic tracking tech as options for 
increasing engagement. “There has 
been an emergence on traffic-sensor 
technology to help create business 
connections between exhibitors and 
attendees,” he says.

Craighead also notes that associa-

tions are continuing to use technology 
to improve the education component of 
meetings. “Education tech continues to 
evolve with more interactive audience 
polling systems, traffic-tracking tech to 
track credits and with advancements in 
A/V tech such as projection mapping.”

Like others, he says technology has 
vastly improved registration. “Tech 
advancements have allowed for regis-
tration tech to be more integrated into 
an organization’s database for better 
data intelligence, management and for 
a better user experience. Social media 
is being tied into the registration expe-

rience and there are many attendee 
acquisition software tools in the mar-
ketplace. We’re also starting to see an 
emergence of facial-recognition tech 
being incorporated into the registra-
tion experience.”

But again, planners must be vigilant 
with RFPs in order to get what they 
need. “Venue RFPs should include 
internet bandwidth requirements 

based on the average size and band-
width usage of the event. The RFP 
should also ask for opportunities with 
house A/V tech offered by the venue, 
such as digital signage.”

While meeting needs drive some 
meeting-tech innovation, Craighead 
says other industries — and countries 

— are also creating tech that planners 
should know about. 

“Associations need to 
keep an eye on the evo-
lution of all data-driven 
technology emerging 
inside and outside of the 
industry. We recently 
adopted technology that 
was proven in the retail 
and airport environment 
and has now entered 
the trade-show space. It 
takes an ongoing envi-
ronmental scan of what’s 
going on out there.”

To help keep planners updated, 
Craighead says IAEE recently launched 
its Tech Guide, which collects the most 
recent event-related, tech-use cases 
from around the world.

Whatever new tech comes down 
the pike, however, the best technology 
is the tech that supports your specific 
business goals. Keep that front of mind 
and you can’t go wrong. | AC&F |

“There has been an 
emergence on traffic-
sensor technology to 
help create business 

connections between 
exhibitors and attendees.”

Scott Craighead, CEM
Vice President of Exhibitions and Events 

International Association of  
Exhibitions & Events

Meetings technology at 
IMEX events includes 

chatbots, virtual reality, 
artificial intelligence, facial 

recognition and more.    
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SECTIONNAMEDESTINATION TEXAS
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I t’s easy to think of Texas as simply another big 
state sprinkled with a handful of stereotypes.

Yes, it’s true that Texas offers heaping help-
ings of meals, hospitality, cowboy culture and 

bigness. After all, the Lone Star State is larger and 
more populous than dozens of nations. But don’t 
see Texas through generic perceptions.

The state is full of diverse destinations with 
their own unique offerings for association plan-
ners and attendees. Options range from Austin, 
with its 250 music venues to Fort Worth, which 
features the world’s only twice-daily cattle drive.

The state’s destination diversity and ability to 
meet the needs of all types of meetings large and 
small are big reasons why associations meet in 
Texas again and again.

HOUSTON IS ON A ROLL
The city booked 816,023 room nights last year, 

a 6% increase over the previous year. It was the 
fourth consecutive year of room-night increases.

Houston also attracted 19 million domes-
tic visitors last year, an increase of 10% over the 
previous year. Meanwhile, the number of booked 
conventions and meetings last year jumped 
to 498 from 429.

Houston expects to attract even more meet-
ings this year, including the annual conference of 
the American Association of Diabetes Educators 
(AADE). According to Gregg Lapin, CMP, the 
AADE’s director of meeting services, “We antici-
pate 5,000 attendees of educators, exhibitors 
and guests. We will be at the George R. Brown 

Forget the Stereotypes, 
the Lone Star State is Rarin’ to Go

BY DEREK REVERON

The George R. Brown 
Convention Center now 

offers more than 1 million sf 
of meeting, registration and 

convention space.

PHOTO COURTESY OF VISIT HOUSTON
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Convention Center (GRBCC) and 14 
hotels, most within walking distance 
of the center.”

Like many associations, the AADE 
will be a repeat customer for Houston. 

“This will be our first time in Houston, 
but we have already contracted to hold 
a meeting there in four years,” Lapin 
says. ”It’s a great overall package of 
hotels, airlift, convention center and 
affordability. We are very happy with 
the value we are receiving.”

The AADE’s meeting hotels include 
the Hilton Americas-Houston, which 
plans to undergo an extensive $37 mil-
lion makeover that will include new 
color, design, artwork and technology 
for all 1,207 guest rooms.

The Hilton Americas, which connects 
to the GRBCC via an indoor skywalk, 
offers 91,500 sf of meeting space. Known 
for its exquisite service, the AAA Four-
Diamond property received the Hilton 
Brand Award of Excellence last year, the 
only Hilton property worldwide to have 
won the honor eight consecutive years.

DALLAS OFFERS MORE OF EVERYTHING
The Big D is on the destination rota-

tion list of many associations because it 
continues to offer more of everything 
planners need for successful meetings, 
including value.

The cost of doing business is Dal-
las is 7% lower than the national aver-
age. Visit Dallas touts the destination’s 
affordability with the slogan “Your Dol-
lar Goes Further in Dallas.” Another 
Dallas marketing tagline, “Big Things 
Happen Here,” applies to its sizable and 

growing hotel inventory.
According to Beverly Brin, DMCP, 

general manager of Ultimate Ventures, a 
Fort Worth-based DMC, “Dallas features 
an abundance of hotel options at every 
price point, making it easy to find a hotel 
or multiple hotels that fit an association’s 
needs and budget. In fact, there are over 
80,000 hotel rooms in Dallas alone.”

Dallas has more than 30 new, reno-
vated and expanded hotel projects 
underway, including the following:

The Gaylord Texan Resort & Con-
vention Center’s Glass Cactus event 
venue is a lakeside meeting and special 
events space that has undergone a $7 
million renovation.

The reimagined, 43,000-sf venue 
offers a large stage accommodating 
1,500 attendees as well as a customiz-
able event experience, all-new interior 
décor and catering stations. Glass Cac-
tus also seats 465 classroom-style, 830 
theater-style and 450 in the round.

Located on the shores of Lake Grape-
vine, the Gaylord is Texas personified 
with 490,000 sf of event space, 10 res-
taurants and 4.5 acres of indoor gardens.

Earlier this year The Westin Irving 
Convention Center at Las Colinas 
opened next to the Irving Convention 
Center in the heart of the Dallas-Fort 
Worth Metroplex. The 350-room com-
plex includes 30,000 sf of meeting space 
and a 10,000-sf “event lawn” between 
the hotel and the Toyota Music Factory 
retail and entertainment center.

Popular Dallas meeting hotels include 
the Omni Dallas Hotel, which connects 
via sky bridge to the Dallas Convention 

Center (DCC). The Omni offers 1,001 
guest  rooms and suites as well as 130,000 
sf of meeting and event space.

The 606-room Hilton Anatole, 
located in the lively Design District a 
few miles from downtown Dallas, offers 
500,000 sf of function space, includ-
ing 11 ballrooms and 79 meeting rooms. 
Other meeting hotels include the Hyatt 
Regency Dallas and the Sheraton Dallas 
Hotel by the Galleria.

EL PASO VALUE IS A BIG PLUS
El Paso continues to offer more of 

everything planners need, including 
value, venues and meetings infrastructure.

Dallas has more than 
30 new, renovated 
and expanded hotel 
projects underway.
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“Dallas features an abundance of  
hotel options at every price point, 

making it easy to find a hotel  
or multiple hotels that fit an 

association’s needs and budget.”

Beverly Brin, DMCP
General Manager of Ultimate Ventures

Kay Bailey Hutchison Convention Center

Omni Hotel

Lamar Street Restaurants

Virgin HotelVisitDallas Experience CenterVisitDallas Experience Center
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The city is making a multimillion-
dollar investment in revitalizing down-
town, including a multipurpose per-
forming arts center, Hispanic cultural 
center and new and improved parks.

No wonder groups such as the Texas 
Planning Association, Texas Chapter 
(APATexas) are repeat visitors. 

According to Mike McAnelly, FAICP, 
PTP, executive administrator and plan-
ner, APATexas, “We have returned to El 
Paso over the years because our confer-
ences there have been enjoyable, our 
members like going there and we want 
to give support to our members in West 
and Northwest Texas.”

APATexas will hold its annual con-
vention in El Paso later this year at the El 
Paso Convention Center (EPCC). Repeat 
visits to El Paso began after the destina-
tion stepped in at the last minute to pro-
vide meeting space following a disaster.

The APATexas was scheduled to 
hold its meeting in Galveston in 2009 
when Hurricane Ike hit the island. “Our 
West Texas Section and the City of El 
Paso stepped up to be a short-notice 
substitute, hosting our conference after 
Hurricane Ike destroyed Galveston,” 
McAnelly says.

The meeting was moved to El 
Paso’s Camino Real Hotel, now under-
going renovation and scheduled to 
reopen next year as the Hotel Paso del 
Norte by Marriott.

El Paso’s meeting space and 
expanding guest room space also 
attracted the APATexas.

“The EPCC meets our space needs 
very well, and the Camino Real Hotel 
was a great conference hotel and will be 
so again when it’s completed,” McAnelly 
says. “Not having other conference 
hotels within walking distance of the 

convention center was previously a 
limitation, but new hotel development 
is removing that limitation.”

El Paso’s value is a big plus. “The 
CVB provides significant grant funds to 
make holding the conference in El Paso 
financially viable,” McAnelly says. “Hotel 
prices and F&B costs are reasonable. Air 
travel to El Paso from other Texas cities 
is convenient and reasonably priced.”

While APATexas was a repeat visitor 
to El Paso, the South West Transit Asso-
ciation (SWTA) held its first meeting in 
the destination earlier this year.

“We move our meeting among eight 

states and multiple cities, says Kristen 
Joyner, SWTA executive director and 
planner of the conference. “El Paso was 
a choice because we had not been there 
before. It’s a wonderful city to hold a 
meeting of our size.”

The meeting included 600 trans-
portation employees and executives 
who met at the EPCC, which draws 
raves from Joyner. “The space in the 
center was excellent for our group,” 
Joyner says. “It has plenty of space for 
breakouts and the general session. The 
expo was our largest and most success-
ful in 12 years.”

The SWTA also chose El Paso 
because the city’s transportation infra-
structure matched the organization’s 
professional interests.

“El Paso has a vibrant, thriving 
and innovative public transportation 
system that includes authentic 1930s 
streetcars and progressive bus rapid 
transit mobility options,” Joyner says. 

“The entire city of El Paso is involved 
in transformation and revitalization.”

The location of the DoubleTree 
by Hilton Hotel El Paso Downtown, 

the SWTA’s headquarters hotel, was 
another factor.

“The Doubletree is within walk-
ing distance of the convention center,” 
Joyner says. “The breakfast meeting 
held at the Doubletree was stunning. 
It is a space that allows participants to 
see the entire city and appreciate the 
beauty of the mountains.”

In addition, several El Paso orga-
nizations pitched in to support the 
SWTA’s  conference. “We received 
great value from our partnerships with 
the hotel, the CVB, the convention cen-

ter and the transit system” Joyner says.
Attendees thoroughly enjoyed the 

meeting, although a sudden change in 
weather nearly ruined an outdoor event.

“We were set to have an outdoor 
event in the Arts Festival Plaza, but the 
March winds blew in the day before 
the event and we had only 24 hours 
to create a suitable substitute for our 
attendees,” Joyner says. “With the help 
of the CVB and the convention center, 
we were able to secure the lobby of 
the beautiful Plaza Theatre, which I 
highly recommend due to the beautiful 
architecture and history. The food and 

Fort Worth, famous for its Fort 
Worth Stockyards, offers 92 
attractions within a 10-mile radius, 
including authentic cattle drives. 

“Fort Worth and its venues provide  
all of the experiences you’d want  
and expect from a large city, but 
it has somehow maintained the 

familiarity and adaptability you’d 
expect from a smaller community.”

JJ Colburn, CAE 
President, Strategic Association Management and Executive 

Director, Science Teacher’s Association of Texas

Your MEETING DESTINATION in The Lone Star State. FORTWORTH.COM/ACF
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additional entertainment all worked 
together to make our attendees feel 
this venue was the first choice, not an 
emergency back-up.”

FORT WORTH OFFERS WORLD 
CLASS EXPERIENCES

There was a time when Fort Worth 
was overshadowed by neighboring Dal-
las, which dominated the area’s meet-
ings industry. Not anymore. These days 
Fort Worth more than holds its own.

Known as the “City of Cowboys 
and Culture,” Fort Worth is laid-back 
but animated, urbane but unpreten-
tious. Attendees can enjoy 92 attrac-
tions within a 10-mile radius, including 
authentic cattle drives.

JJ Colburn, CAE, president of Aus-
tin, Texas-based Strategic Association 
Management and executive director 
of the Science Teachers Association of 
Texas, says Fort Worth’s diverse mix 
of modern and traditional makes it an 
attractive destination for conferences.

“The city and its venues provide all of 
the experiences you’d want and expect 
from a large city, but it has somehow 
maintained the familiarity and adapt-
ability you’d expect from a smaller com-
munity,” Colburn says.

Colburn says one of Fort Worth’s 
best-kept secrets is its world-
class experiences in museums, art, 
music and dining.

“We partnered with a local museum 
to host a private, offsite evening event 
for nearly 2,000 people,” Colburn says. 

“Additionally, attendees experienced 
educational excursions during the day 
to other museums, botanical gardens 

and glass blowing classes.”
Some attendees are surprised by all 

that Fort Worth offers. “People who 
aren’t familiar with Fort Worth don’t 
expect it or plan for it appropriately,” 
Colburn says. “One of our speakers 
from out of state stayed an extra day to 
explore the incredible museums and 
venues in the area.”

In addition to culture, Fort 
Worth offers ample guest rooms and 
meeting space.

Properties near the Fort Worth Con-
vention Center (FWCC) include the 
Omni Fort Worth Hotel, the Hilton Fort 
Worth and the Sheraton Fort Worth 
Downtown Hotel, located a short drive 
from the iconic Fort Worth Stockyards.

Another property, The Worthington 
Renaissance Fort Worth Hotel, a four-
star luxury property located downtown, 
offers 53,000 sf of meeting space.

A HISTORIC BEACH TOWN
Galveston Island, located 50 miles 

from Houston, offers 32 miles of 
beaches, amusements and plenty of 
opportunities for planners and groups.

Meeting facilities are headlined 
by the Galveston Island Convention 
Center (GICC) at The San Luis Resort 
and Moody Gardens Hotel Spa & 
Convention Center (MGCC), a four-
diamond facility with 418 guest rooms 
and suites and more than 103,000 sf of 
meeting space.

The MGCC hosted the annual meet-
ing of the Texas Association of School 
Business Officials (TASBO), which 
included 1,190 attendees. It was TAS-
BO’s first meeting at Moody Gardens, 

which the group chose because it would 
help achieve several meeting objectives, 
says Becky Bunte, CAE, CTSBO, deputy 
executive director and planner.

“We wanted this to be a family 
friendly event,” Bunte says. “School 
business officials work long hours and 
we wanted them to be able to bring 
their families. Families had plenty of 
fun activities on property and then 
could join the attendees for lunch.”

The size, location and configura-
tion of Moody Garden’s meeting space 
was also attractive. “The space was 
perfect for our meeting needs,” Bunte 
says. “The learning environment was 
great, and it was easy to find courses 
and sessions.”

In addition to meeting-compatible 
space, Moody Gardens fit TASBO’s 
budget. “Our attendees and TASBO 
officials thought the value was great,” 
Bunte says. “The CVB helped us plan 
offsite dinners and provided market-
ing materials.”

Away from meetings, attendees 
enjoyed a range functions, activities 
and entertainment. “We had a golf tour-
nament at Moody Gardens Golf Course 
that was very successful,” Bunte says. 

“Staff was easy to work with and helped 
us make this a fun event. We had an eve-
ning event onsite at Moody Gardens.”

TRENDY AUSTIN IS A SURE BET
Austin, the music capital of Texas, 

has much more to offer planners and 
attendees than a seemingly endless 
number of live music venues. Austin, 
also the state capital of Texas, is an 
inland city bordering the Hill Country 
region. Home to the University of Texas 
flagship campus, Austin is known for 
its eclectic live-music scene centered 
around country, blues and rock. Its 
many parks and lakes are popular for 
hiking, biking, swimming and boating. 
South of the city, Formula One’s Circuit 
of the Americas raceway has hosted the 
United States Grand Prix.

Austin also has 11,000 downtown 
hotel rooms and plans to add another 
1,000 over the next year.

Current meeting hotels include the 
new Hilton Austin, which connects via 
an overhead walkway to the fourth floor 

Galveston Island offers 
32 miles of beaches, 
amusements and plenty of 
opportunities for planners 
and attendees.

of the Austin Convention Center (ACC). 
The walkway construction project 
includes a new 1,891-sf outdoor terrace 
on the sixth floor.

Other convention hotels include the 
new Fairmont Austin and the JW Mar-
riott Austin, both located near the ACC. 
Austin will get another convention 
hotel when the 613-room Austin Mar-
riott Downtown opens next year with 
64,000 sf of meeting space.

In addition, Kalahari Resorts & Con-
ventions Round Rock opens next year 
in Round Rock, Texas, 
just outside Austin. 
The 350-acre resort 
will feature a 40,000-
sf ballroom and a 
22,000-sf ballroom.

SAN ANTONIO  
PLEASES PLANNERS

San Antonio, one 
of the nation’s fastest-
growing cities, cel-
ebrated its 300th anni-
versary last year while renovating and 
opening several properties, including 
the 1,003-room Grand Hyatt San Antonio, 
which finished its $19 million upgrade.

The Grand Hyatt’s renovation 
included guest rooms, meeting spaces, 
lobby, corridors and the bar. In addition, 
the hotel’s meeting space was updated 
with advanced lighting, modern reader 
boards state-of-the-art A/V technology 
and free wireless high-speed internet.

The Grand Hyatt sits adjacent to the 
Henry B. González Convention Center 
(HBGCC) which has hosted more than  
5,000 meetings, including the Property 
& Liability Resource Bureau’s (PLRB) 
annual claims conference, which 
attracted 1,665 attendees and 1,320 
exhibitors. The San Antonio Marriott 
Rivercenter and San Antonio Marriott 
Riverwalk served as headquarter hotels.

It was the PLRB conference’s 
third meeting at the HBGCC, and for 
several reasons.

According to Valerie Berka, PLRB 
senior meetings manager, “San Antonio 
is a good fit for our conference. Many 
hotels are a short walk to the conven-
tion center, and the meeting and exhibit 
spaces are centralized.”

The layout of the HBGCC, which 
offers 15,000 sf of indoor and outdoor 
meeting space encompassing 13 flexible 
indoor and outdoor venues, matched 
the PLRB’s needs.

“The flow of the convention center 
works very well for our meeting,” Berka 
says. “There are plenty of meeting 
rooms for our 100 educational sessions. 
Wide hallways allow attendees to net-
work and the exhibitor floor is spacious 
with minimal pillars.”

Hospitality, good service and a range 

of activities also contributed to the 
PLRB’s choice of the Alamo City. “The 
people of San Antonio are very warm 
and hospitable to guests, and the city has 
many options for dinners and entertain-
ment unique to San Antonio,” Berka says.

The National Cattlemen’s Beef Asso-
ciation (NCBF) has held its annual con-
vention in San Antonio several times 
and is returning next year with about 
8,000 attendees and a 300,000-sf trade 
show. San Antonio is ideally located for 
NCBF’s convention.

According to Kristin Torres, the 
NCBF’s executive director, meetings 
and events, “A large portion of our 

attendees are from Texas, and San 
Antonio is one of the cities within the 
state that they enjoy visiting. Also, it is 
a short drive from the airport, making 
travel easy for attendees.”

Additionally, the HBGCC’s service 
is a big reasons for the NCBF’s repeat 
visits to San Antonio.

“The convention center is an easy 
facility to work in for exhibitors as 
well as for my planning team,” Torres 
says. “Everyone from the general labor 
to convention center staff to catering is 

friendly, flexible and 
accommodating.”

Torres continues, 
“The exhibit space is 
set up with minimal 
columns and is on the 
ground level, which 
makes for an easy 
move in. There are 
plenty of docks and 
the facility is located 
close to the high-
way, which makes 

it easy for large equipment compa-
nies to move in.”

The HBGCC’s meeting space config-
uration, varying breakout room sizes and 
reception spaces all fit the NCBF’s goal of 
meeting several needs under one conven-
tion center roof. “Our group has several 
receptions and it’s nice to be able to host 
those in one facility rather than having 
to host them back at a hotel,” Torres says.

Planners who want a sure bet for 
a destination that will help achieve 
meeting goals and provide memorable 
attendee experiences can’t do any bet-
ter than Texas. The Lone Star State is 
waiting with open arms. | AC&F | 

San Antonio offers plenty 
of activities for attendees, 
including River Walk boat 

tours and more.

“San Antonio is a good fit for 
our conference. Many hotels 
are a short walk to the Henry 

B. González Convention Center 
and the meeting and exhibit 

spaces are centralized.”

Valerie Berka 
Senior Meetings Manager, PLRB
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D
ECA, which helps high school 
and college students prepare 
for careers in business and 
entrepreneurship, typically 

hosts around 19,000 students, parents, 
teachers, advisers and other stakehold-
ers at its annual International Career 
Development Conference. But this year 
when the event took place in Orlando, 
participation soared to 22,000.

This came as no big surprise to 
Christopher Young, CAE, chief pro-
gram officer at DECA. “We’ve “had a 
long-standing rotation with Orlando 
and Anaheim because they’re popu-
lar destinations for our members,” he 
says. “Between the hotel package, the 
convention facilities and the leisure and 
entertainment options 
for when the confer-
ence is finished, com-
parisons are really next 
to none in Orlando for 
our attendee base.”

Associations looking 
for all these things and 
more are hard pressed 
to find a better destina-
tion than Orlando. Elisa-
beth Sherrell, director 
of member engagement 
for the International Compliance Pro-
fessionals Association, organizes a 
three-day conference for around 850 
people every year. Members are always 
excited when they hear the conference 
is heading to the central Florida city. 

“It has always been a favorite because 
of the entire Disney experience,” she 
says. “Orlando offers a lot of entertain-
ment and fairly easy travel to and from 
the airport. Since we host our event in 

March, many people from the North 
look forward to more sunshine. We 
plan on making it our permanent every- 
other-year stop.”

Hosting an event in a city with such 
rich amusement and cultural options 
has definite perks. “If you want to be 
within the theme park meccas, you’ve 
got that right at your fingertips,” says 
Darla Sharpe, director of marketing for 
the Caribe Royale Orlando, which is 
within walking distance of Walt Disney 
World, SeaWorld Orlando and other 
local attractions. “If you don’t want 
your attendees immersed in that and 
you’re afraid you’re going to lose them, 
there are many hotels and resorts that 
are so big and robust that they can keep 

everybody under one roof.” 
Besides being fun, local entertain-

ment options can help associations 
create unforgettable experiences for 
guests. “Planners are constantly look-
ing for ways to tell their organization’s 
story in a way that inspires attendees, 
and our ‘meeting enhancements’ do just 
that,” says Vince LaRuffa, senior vice 
president of resort sales and marketing 
for Universal Orlando Resort. “This is 

offered exclusively when planners book 
meetings at our hotels. Imagine having 
Optimus Prime introduce a keynote 
speaker or the Minions appearing to 
energize a crowd of attendees. These 
are some of the unique offerings that 
make us a meetings and events destina-
tion that’s unlike any other.”

VENUE OPTIONS ABOUND
There is no shortage of event ven-

ues in Orlando — and the amount of 
space for gatherings is only increas-
ing. “The Orange County Convention 
Center (OCCC) is working on a $605 
million expansion, which includes 
new meeting and exhibit space to the 
North and South Concourses, further 

increasing the center’s 7 
million sf of total func-
tion space,” says George 
Aguel, president and 
CEO of Visit Orlando. 
The expansion includes 
a new 200,000-sf, col-
umn-free multipurpose 
venue that can accom-
modate between 18,000 
and 20,000 guests, and 
a new concourse with 
meeting space and an 

80,000-sf ballroom.
“This expansion will allow the 

OCCC to host bigger meetings, sell 
more exhibitor space and offer contig-
uous meeting space,” Aguel says. “The 
addition of the multipurpose venue will 
offer groups flexibility at a venue where 
they won’t have to worry about compet-
ing for dates with sports teams or con-
certs and save on transportation costs.”

DECA’s international career devel-

DESTINATIONORLANDO
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Have a doughnut with 
Chief Wiggum and the 

rest of The Simpsons 
cast at Universal Studios. 

Attendees Will Love This Destination’s  
Mix of Venues and Activities

Orlando

depositphotos.com

“Orlando offers many 
unique options to 

help planners create 
memorable events with 
incredible backdrops.”

George Aguel
President and CEO of Visit Orlando
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opment conference took place at the 
OCCC. “I call it the Super Bowl of 
students who are interested in market-
ing, business, hospitality and finance,” 
Young says. Students compete in pitch 
competitions at the local level, with 
winners from those events going to the 
penultimate event to pitch their busi-
ness ideas. Those gatherings, plus the 
general sessions, workshops, exhibit 
hall, award presentation and other 
activities were held in the center’s 
West Hall. “This was the first year in 
a long time that we’ve had all of our 
activities housed in one 
center,” he says, and that 
was something people 
really appreciated.

The largest sessions 
are best suited for an 
auditorium or stadium 
seating, which can be 
challenging to find. 
Young says the conven-
tion center was very 
flexible in working with 
him to design a seating 
arrangement that would work for the 
group. They ended up putting a stage 
in the center of the room and arranging 
seating around it, which worked well.

DECA is also unusual in that they 
need around 7,500 double-double 
rooms to hold high school students 
and their families. Finding a place that 
can deliver those rooms, along with 
proximity to the convention center, 
would be next to impossible to many 
cities. “The hotel partners did a really 
great job of accommodating our special 
needs and group needs,” Young says. 

“Even though we had to do transporta-
tion from outlying hotels, we really had 
very few issues.”

The group’s experience in Orlando 
was a great example of hospitality and 
entrepreneurship and set an excellent 
example for the students, Young says. 

“It gives them a chance to see our mis-
sion in action. Even though the pro-
gramming is over, the learning can still 
take place because it’s a case study for 
the areas our students study.”

He adds, “Everyone from a service 
and hospitality perspective wanted to 
make sure we were partners. Everyone 
had the same goal in mind and that was 
to give our attendees a great experience.”

NEW HOTELS COMING
The next two years will see the big-

gest hotel expansion in Orlando in more 
than two decades, with the area’s room 
inventory expected to grow to 132,066 
rooms next year, according to Aguel. 
One new project is Universal’s End-
less Summer Resort – Surfside Inn and 
Suites, which opened this year.

“It is our destination’s first property 
in the value category and will be per-
fect for rooms-only groups,” LaRuffa 
says. When its sister hotel, Dockside 
Inn and Suites, opens next year, Univer-
sal Orlando Resort will offer a total of 
9,000 guest rooms across four distinct 
categories as our destination contin-

ues its unprecedented growth.”
Disney fans also have some changes 

in which to look forward. “We have 
many exciting new items that have 
recently been added at the Walt Dis-
ney World Swan and Dolphin Resort, 
and several coming in the near future,” 
says Gino Marasco, Walt Disney World 
Swan and Dolphin Resort’s direc-
tor of sales and marketing. “This year 
already, we’ve completed a renovation 
of our Swan lobby, added a new 1,600-
sf meeting room at the Dolphin Resort 
and refreshed our Shula’s Steak House 
restaurant with a renovation, updated 
menu and new branding.” A new grab-
and-go restaurant in the Swan lobby, 
similar to the one in the Dolphin lobby, 
will open soon. In 2021, the property 
will finish The Cove, a 349-room tower 
located next to the Swan Resort. It will 
feature over 22,000 sf of meeting space.

The Caribe Royale Orlando just fin-
ished making upgrades to its 120, two-
bedroom, two-bathroom villas. Later 
this year it complete a walkway to con-

nect the villas directly 
to the property’s onsite 
conference center. Other 
projects in Orlando 
include the new JW 
Marriott Orlando Bon-
net Creek Resort & Spa, 
which will have 516 
guest rooms and 50,000 
sf of meeting space; a 
new 15-story tower with 
500 rooms, a rooftop 
restaurant and meeting 

space at Disney’s Coronado Springs 
Resort and a new 25,000-sf ballroom at 
the Hyatt Regency Grand Cypress.

The National Postdoctoral Associa-
tion (NPA) recently hosted its annual 
conference at the Rosen Centre hotel, 
a 1,334-room hotel that adjoins the 
OCCC, and had a very positive experi-
ence. The group had never been to Flor-
ida, and Tracy Jennifer Costello, Ph.D., 
chair of the organization’s board of 
directors, says Orlando offered a great 
combination of location, quality facili-
ties and entertainment. The destination 
is centrally located for members living 
in Florida and Georgia who wanted to 
drive. For people in other parts of the 

“The rooms were beautifully 
appointed and everything 

was truly accessible. I 
couldn’t be happier with 

that experience.” 

Tracy Jennifer Costello, Ph.D. 
Chair, National Postdoctoral  

Association Board of Directors

Universal’s Endless Summer Resort – 
Surfside Inn and Suites opened this 
year as part of Orlando’s biggest hotel 
expansion in more than two decades.

country, the airport was very accessible.
The 420 people who attended 

speaker presentations, networking 
events and an annual career fair were 
treated to a great experience at the hotel. 

“The Rosen staff was amazing to work 
with,” Costello says. “Their conference 
support team really made the confer-
ence easy. They were understanding 
of the needs we had as an organization 
and they met them to a T. The rooms 
were beautifully appointed and every-
thing was truly accessible. I couldn’t 
be happier with that experience.” The 
group also liked that there were sev-
eral restaurants onsite, which made 
after-hours networking and small group 
gatherings easy.

NPA worked with Visit Orlando 
to help non-members interested in 
visiting Walt Disney World, Universal 
Orlando and other theme parks secure 
discounted tickets. “They set up a little 
website that connected people to res-
taurants that were willing to offer a 
discount for people with the badge,” 
Costello says. “That’s really a value-
add for conference attendees when you 
can save a few bucks and do more and 
have that information before you get to 
the new city. That was something we 
haven’t had in the past, so that’s some-
thing I’m definitely going to look for as 
we’re in different cities.”

Aguel also encourages event orga-
nizers to reach out to his organization 
for help. “Planners new to Orlando 
should take advantage of our Visit 
Orlando Destination Services Team, 
who can offer insider tips from work-
ing with theme parks and attractions to 
setting up culinary experiences at our 
amazing restaurants,” he says. “They 
work hand-in-hand with planners to 
create that unforgettable event, taking 
care of everything from site inspections 
and RFP services to marketing support 
and attendance-building programs.”

THEME PARKS AND 
OTHER ACTIVITIES

Orlando is known as the “theme park 
capital of the world” due to the pres-
ence of four large parks: Walt Disney 
World, Universal Orlando, SeaWorld 
Orlando and LEGOLAND Florida. The 
parks present an incredible opportunity 
for entertainment.

“If you want your event or your group 
to be able to take full advantage of the 
Walt Disney World theme parks, you 
should consider accommodations that 

are on Walt Disney World property,” 
Marasco says. “By staying onsite, plan-
ners have access to the Disney Event 
Group to arrange events such as an 
exclusive fireworks dessert party inside 
the theme parks. Attendees will be able 
to take advantage of many exclusive 
benefits, including Extra Magic Hours 
and a 60-day window to book attrac-
tions through Fastpass+, twice as long 
as all other theme park guests.”

But it’s not necessary to stay on-prop-
erty to get a great experience at a theme 
park. For his last few events in Orlando, 
Young started working with Disney 
World and Universal Orlando Resort to 
set up exclusive opportunities for DECA 
members. “About 13,000 of our attend-
ees purchased an additional ticket to go 
to Universal one night,” he says. Thanks 
to the advance arrangements, the park 
stayed open late for his group only. They 
even opened a few attractions that had 
closed early to give people more to do 
and to keep the lines short.

“They do a good job of putting your 
organization’s brand throughout the 
park and there were a lot of opportu-
nities for our members to take pho-
tos,” Young says. “I’ve seen them on 
social media and they’re in front of 
say, a theater, where they’ve put DECA 
on the marquis.”

OTHER ENTERTAINMENT 
OPTIONS ABOUND

Theme parks aren’t the only enter-
tainment choice in Orlando, however. 

“Whether it’s a beach reception at Dis-
covery Cove, a party at the base of a 
volcano at Volcano Bay, or under The 
Wheel, the 400-foot observation wheel 

at ICON Park, Orlando offers many 
unique options to help planners cre-
ate memorable events with incredible 
backdrops,” Aguel says.

According to Sharpe, there are many 
interesting attractions along Interna-
tional Drive that have been developed in 
the last five years. She calls out Topgolf, 
a restaurant and entertainment venue, 
as well as a number of other good eat-
eries. “There are plenty of chains, but 
there are so many wonderful venues 
along Restaurant Row on Sand Lake 
Road, and the Venetian Chop House in 
our hotel,” she adds.

Orlando’s downtown has a perform-
ing arts center and a few museums, 
including the Orange County Regional 
History Center. For people looking for 
interesting team-building opportuni-
ties, she calls out Clean the World, the 
charitable organization that recycles 
hotel toiletries and distributes them 
in developing nations. A slightly out-
of-the-way theme park experience is 
available at Gatorland, which has ani-
mal shows, a “trainer for the day” expe-
rience and other ways to hang out with 
alligators and other reptiles.

“The majority of people are star 
struck at how much we have to offer, so 
I would always make the recommenda-
tion to map out what you want to do 
before you get here,” Sharpe advises. 

“There’s so much to see and you’re never 
going to see everything in one day. Ask 
the concierge or someone at the hotel to 
make recommendations for restaurants. 
Talk to somebody about recommend-
ing which parks they like to travel to or 
where they like to go in the evening. You 
could never be bored here.”  | AC&F |

The Wheel, a 400-foot 
observation wheel at 
ICON Park will offer 
attendees a bird’s-eye 
view of Orlando.
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The Oklahoma City Convention 
& Visitors Bureau welcomed Katy 
Smith as convention sales manager, 
where she’s responsible for promot-
ing Oklahoma City as a convention 
and meeting destination, primarily 
focused on the SMERF market. Smith 
was previously the strategic sourcing 
manager at Creative Group Inc.

The Greater Fort Lauderdale 
Convention & Visitors Bureau has 
appointed Heather Miller as regional 
sales executive. Miller is responsible 
for sales and business develop-
ment from two key markets, the 
Midwest region and nationwide 
Incentive Market.

The Detroit Metro Convention & 
Visitors Bureau named Susan Rich-
ardson as director of sales. Rich-
ardson joins the DMCVB from the 
Jacob Javits Convention Center in 
New York City, bringing more than 
20 years of sales experience, includ-
ing experience in convention center 
and hotel sales.

Omni Bedford Springs Resort & 
Spa, in South Pennsylvania’s scenic 
Cumberland Valley, appointed Dave 
Nostrand as the new director of sales 
and marketing for the property. Nos-
trand will oversee the direction of the 
sales team, drive revenue streams for 
the resort, contribute to the group 
and convention sales strategy and 
provide executive leadership.

Sheraton Grand Chicago 
appointed Marcus Cornelious as the 
hotel’s director of sales and market-
ing. Cornelious will be responsible 
for the strategy and implementation 
of all sales and marketing activations, 
while overseeing a team of more than 
two dozen directors, managers and 
associates. | AC&F |  
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